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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 24, 1947

ctures Tell Story Of Explosion And Fire Tragedy
650 Persons Dead,
Property Loss Is
Put At $125,000,000
3,000 Injured In Worst
Disaster Of Kind As
Texas Town Hit
By Explosions
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EW OF TEXAS CITY—This is an air view of burning Texas City, Tex., (April 16) after a ship explosion in tfie harbor,
| off a chain of blasts that spread to the multi-million dollar Monsanto Chemical Corp. plant, now reported a complete ruin
the explosion and fire. (AP Wirephoto)
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4-H Youth To Grow
Spuds For Families
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More than 300 4-H club boys
and girls in Casey county are
making plans for their families
to have plenty of potatoes next
winter. Through the cooperation
of the county 4-H club council,
each member enrolled in the
'project was supplied with a gallon of certified Irish Cobbler
seed, or a total of more than
2,500 pounds. At harvest time in
the fall, two gallons of spuds
will be returned by the grower
to the council. To get the H-H'ers
off to a good start in the countywide
program, Farm Agent
George D. Noble discussed the
treating and cutting of seed potatoes and their planting and
cultivation at 19 points in the
county.

Texas City—Evacuation of the
lower Texas City area was ordered as fresh blazes and a shifting wind posed new threats to
this Gulf port, ravaged by explosions and fires that have killed an estimated 650 persons
and injured at least 3,000 in two
days.
The tragedy was started when
a nitrate loaded ship blew up
in the harbor. Flames quickly
spread to oil storage tanks and
11 huge fires burned fiercely at
one time.
The wind was swinging to the
south, blowing heavy smoke
across the city and threatening
to spread the flames. The latest
outbreak of fire was in the
Humble Refinery area.
A deputy sheriff said:
"We are expecting another
(oil-tank), explosion any moment and we want everyone to
get as far away as possible.'*
Officials asked for more fire
trucks from Baytown to help
combat the Humble fire. Masked
and foam-equipped fire fighters
battled the oil flames to prevent
their spread to high-octane gasoline tanks.
Deputy Mayor J. H. Hill said
that all fires on the west side of
the city had been brought under control. These included two
at the Atlantic Refinery and one
at Republic.
The estimate of the dead and
injured came from the Red
Cross. Deputy Sheriff Dick Parker, of Harris county, in charge of
the central morgue at the highschool gymnasium,
said the
known dead here totaled 206.
Parker said all zones except
the Monsanto Chemical Company
area had been checked for dead
and injured by rescuers.
A1 Dopking, Associated Press
reporter at the scene, said the
new blazes sent up a '2,000-foot
column of smoke, but he did
not think they were serious.

RESCUE WORK—Bodies are shown being carried from the Monsanto's chemical plant after a harbor shipboard explosion in Texas City, Tex. (April 16) A series of devastating explosions,
felt 160 miles away, was the worst explosion in Texas history, exceeding the 1937 New London
school explosion. (AP Wirephoto)

JG INDUSTRIAL PLANTS—This is an aerial view of burning industrial plants in Texas
ex., (April 16) after an explosion aboard a French vessel in the harbor. (AP Wirephoto)

Own the one car that gives you
ilG-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
in all these features...in all these ways
HAI^F OF FAMILY KILLED—Half of the family were killed
which was the worst explosion in the history of Texas. The
Cross at St. Louis reported that 500 bodies had been brought
16 and that more bodies were being found coistantly. (AP

Rework Furniture
After Hotel Fire

Y a s , this e v a n b i g g e r - l o o k i n g , better-looking

RESCUE WORKERS — A nurse goes about her duties with
wounded persons in the wreckage in Texas City, Tex., (April
16) after explosion in nitrate-laden ship touched off a chain of
blasts that wreaked havoc in this gulf coast city of 15,000. Other
rescue workers are at left. (AP Wirephoto)
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When You Want to

g W . i you the Big-Car
and
dependability
-Head Thrift-Master
-In o car that has such
gly low cost of upkeep)

• It alone gives you the combined tigCar comfort and wafetr of th* KneeAction Rid* and PosWve-Action Hydraulic
Brakes—in a cor that hat mch remarkably low operating costsl
<

• It alone gives you the Big-Car
beauty and luxury of Body by
R i h a r — I n a car that standi out
as tfi# /owfttf-pricfc/ In the Q i e v relet field I

Be wis*! Place and keep your order with us for a new 1947 Chevrolet.
Own t h . one car that givas you BIO-CAR QUALITY AT LOWEST COST
I ; ; in all thasa features, in all HMS« ways!
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CHEVROLET

itevens Chevrolet Company
Princeton, Ky.

BUY

Or when you need

Repairs

Varnished furniture, t u r n e d
white as a result of the water
used in putting out a fire in the
Cadiz Hotel some weeks ago, is
being refinished by methods
Trigg county homemakers have
found satisfactory. Miss Eleanor
Whittinghill, home agent, recommended alternate applications of
ammonit with that of equal
ammounia with that of equal
seed oil, the latter mixture be-

22 Added To Patrol
Frankfort — Twenty-two cadet
patrolmen for the Kentucky
Highway Patrol entered training
April 15, according to Colonel
Hayward Gilliam, director. Examinations were taken Monday
and the additions bring total
strength of the patrol to 180
officers and men.
ing pift on with fine steel wool.
The treatment will give a satinsmooth finish, Miss Whittinghill
said, and should be followed by
light applications of wax. *

FOR THE CHEAPEST —

Phone 260

Glasgow Woman Named
Kentucky Mother, 1947
Glasgow, (AP) — Mrs. C. C.
Howard, 61, wife of a Glasgow
surgeon, is Kentucky Mother for
1947, the Golden Rule Foundatioh announced in New York
Tuesday.
Condition Improved
The condition of Mrs. T. H.
Cummins, Grace street, who suffered a severe heart attack about
10 days ago, is much improved,
it was reported Wednesday.
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KENTUCKY
O w n Band At Last
Lexington,
ginia
own

An acquaintance who has
grown a bit cynical - in a lifetime of watching Kentucky local
betterment organizations start
out with noble intentions and
eventually peter out from lack
of initiative or courage or leadership, was talking.

BARKLEY UP—Senator Alben W. Barkley (D-Ky.), leader of
the United States delegation to the Inter-parliamentary Union
Congress in Cairo, Egypt, sits astride a camel during a visit to
Giza pyramids and the Sphinx, near Cairo. (AP Wirephoto)

Home And School
A Winning Team
By Mrs. Marion L. Faegre
Consultant on Parent Education
U. S.
(Writer

Children's
for

AP

Bureau

Newsfeaturea)

Washington—School can be for
the adolescent either a boring
nuisance or a bright path to the
future. Commonest of all problems during the teens are school
Germans To Run
problems.
U. S. Military Trains
Offhand, we might think that
Frankfurt — (JP) — Operation difficulties and failures were
of military trains in occupied mostly due to children's lack of
Germany are being returned to mental ability. Actually, this is
German control.
not the case. Children drop out
American Army officers have of school for many reasons other
been supervising military trains, than dullness.
which are reserved for Allied ocSometimes a sorry state of afcupation personnel and goods. fairs arises because parents don't
These trains .have priority over understand that the farther along
civilian trains which are oper- in school a child goes, the stiffer
ated by a de-Nazified German the competition he meets. The
staff.
really poor students drop out
early, so there are more able
Several different speoies of youngsters alongside you as you
trees are known by the name grow older.
"Magnolia."
Parents made a mistake when
they expect their child, who is
only a moderately able student,
to do as well in high school,'
comparatively speaking, as he dit*
in grade school.
Cases in which children of average or mediocre ability slacken up in enthusiasm for school
point up a needed change in
school planning.
Another thing that causes
• trouble is the over-ambition of
1 some parents for their children
| to have the kind of education
; they themselves lacked. A man
1 who was denied the chance to
' study engineering or medicine
may get huffy with his son, who
' excels along quite different lines,
I shows complete apathy toward
i such a career. Let father ridicule
son's absorption in dramatics or
athletics, and the ground is prepared for a sad struggle.
Sometimes adolescents w h o
have good minds, and who have
no objection to school, unaccountably fall far below their teachers' and parents' expectations.
What to suspect? Some kind of
emotional conflict.
Perhaps there is something
disturbing that the boy or girl
is concealing because it's too
worrisome to look at directly. Is
something the matter at home?
Is there unhappiness because
this adolescent somehow fails to

Come In and See the
Sensational
New

click with other boys and girls,
and is always on the fringe of
things, is never sought after?
Parents can't always find the
answers to some of these tricky
school problems, but they can
be sure that their sympathetic
help, instead of, irritable criticism, is available. Only if home
ind school get together, pooling
their knowledge and efforts, can
it be said that the adolescent is
having a square deal.
(Single c o p i e s of a pamplet, G u i d i n g
the A d o l e s c e n t , m a y be h $ d f r e e f r o m
T h e U. S. Chlldren'a B u r e a u ,
Security A g e n c y ,

Federal

W a s h i n g t o n 25, D.C.

Please d o n o t w r i t e thle n e w s p a p e r or
The Associated

Press.)

Lost Coat Locked Up
Huntington, W. Va. — (JP) —
Paul Midkiff's coat was stolen
from a cafe. Days later an anonymous telephone call informed him he would receive a letter with instructions for finding
the coat. The letter arrived with
a key to a locker at a railway
station. The coat was right there.

"You know," he said, "t get a
queer sensation every time I attend a luncheon or banquet of a
civic group in my town. And I
guess my town is typical of
scores of Kentucky communities.
Usually there are two long tables, with a short one for the
Chairman, a guest speaker and
three or four local big shots.
Sometimes there is a horseshoe
set-up.
"There will be forty to sixty
of as important looking men as
you could find anywhere. A
banker or two, a dozen merchants, a lot of industrialists, a
few lawyers and doctors, the
editor of the local newspaperrepresentatives of nearly all
businesses and professions—present and impressive picture. But
as I look at them something
must happen to my vision. Maybe it is an optical illusion produced mainly by a mental reaction.
"Did you ever look into a distorting mirror at a carnival and
see yourself flattened down until your face was twice as wide
a3 it was long and you had no
neck at all? Well, the fine looking collection of local notables
create the illusion that they
have no necks and must have a
hard time buttoning soft collars,
having got that way by holding
their necks in close every time
duty demands that they take a
firm stand on a local issue involving the betterment of their
community. If I were called upon
to give theAi a name, like a political party for instance, I'd called them Shortnecks."
My cynicftl friend ha3 something. No doubt of it. Kentucky
communities are cursed with
too many timid souls—Casper
Milquetoasts, if you are familiar
with Cartoonist H. T. Webster's
amusing character. But in most
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its 107-year history. A 30-piece
unit, the band replaces the professional band which played for
the corps down through the
years. Its instructor, is Chief
Warrant Officer John P. Swiecki, of the 371st Army Ground
Forces Band, Fort George G.
Meade, Md., who is here on a
90-day temporary duty assignment.
instances, I think, do-nothing
civic organizations fail more often through lack of leadership
than from extensive neck shortening. In recent years I have
had chances to study the personnel of three or four public
betterment organizations, and I
am convinced that a majority
in all those civic clubs would
follow a courageous leader if
they had one to follow.
The first time I met with the
Committee for Kentucky I told
President Harry W. Schacter 75
percent of the good that should
come from the work of the organizations must be in individual
communities, and that getting
things done in our cross-sections
of the nation depended on leadership—that, no matter how
willing the best people of a city
or town are to play ball, they
have got to have somebody to
pitch for them.
So, if you are without a pitcher, start scouting for one right
now:

Kidneys Must
Work WellFor Y o u T o Feci Well
24 hours every day. 7 day. every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
waste matter from the blood.
If more people were aware of how the
kidneys must constantly remove surplus fluid, excess grids snd other waste
matter that cannot stsy in the blood
without injury to health, there would
be better understanding of why the
whole system is upset when kidneys fail
to function property.
Burning, scanty or too frequent urination sometimes warns that something
Is wrong. You may suffer nagging backache, headaches, dissineas. rheumatic
pains, getting up at nights, swelling.
Wh^ not try Ooon's PilU? You will
be using a medicine recommended the
country over.
stimulate the function of the kidneys and help them to
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Get Doom's today. Uee with confidence.
At all drug storsa.

WAYNE

10

Wsyne l-Q ( I n f a n t Quality) O l c l
Starter h now TRIPLE TESTED by Allied
Mills Research Division. Take no chancel
with untested feeds of doubtful quality.
It p*y* to Fetd W«yn»
Chick Start*.

Hopkinsville

Road

JUST RECEIVED

. . . .

A good supply of Mrs. Hughes' patented

Made from Highest Quality Birdseye diaper material with patented gauze —

moisture retainer

. . . Approved by leading hospitals, physicians
and nurses —

absorbent and sanitary.

Doan't

Princeton Ky,

Phone 1

Poles Move Germans
Wroclaw, Poland — (JP) —
Forty thourand Germans on
farmlands of state-owned estates
in Lower Silesia are shortly to
be repatriated to Germany and
their jobs taken over by Poles.
The Germans represented 70 percent of the total working upon
approximately 2,500,000 acres of
land.
r

Need a

\

LAXATIVE?
Black-Draught is

1-Usually
2-Usually
3-Always

prompt
thorough
economical

R

the day y o u first
. romped away in that Buick o f
yours? H o w those eight Fireball
cylinders fairly floated you over the
hills — h o w those road-steady two
tons o f lively car answered sweetly
every light touch o f your hand on
the wheel — h o w you glided along
with foursquare BuiCoil springing
s m o o t h i n g every wrinkle in the
road?
EMEMBER

That's what your Buick was built
to do. Years and years o f that kind
o f driving are in it — especially
when it gets the interested, informed car care this fine an automobile should have.
That doesn't mean just periodic

The Safest
LongestWearing
Tire Ever
Built!

•

Va.

Military

lubrication, a body wash, battery
check or b o l t - t i g h t e n . It means
thorough attention by competent
Buick men—attention that keeps a
Buick always a Buick.
Buicks are our babies. Even the
smallest details are handled the
way they should be for a Buick.
W e have Buick tools that d o jobs
better and quicker. W e have men
who- know Buicks best. W e have
B u i c k - e n g i n e e r e d parts that are
precisely right f o r your car.

O n e of t h e t h i n g s t h a t p l a y a part in
Fireball

snap

it Buick's

wafer-thin

s t e e l c y l i n d e r g a s k e t . J u s t 15 thous a n d t h s of a n i n c h t h i c k . It's a " m u s t "
f o r t h e h i g h c o m p r e s s i o n this p o w e r ful

straight-eight

Other

kinds that

is

designed

are

for.

thicker

cut

d o w n t h e c o m p r e s s i o n a n d t h e car's
liveliness.

Put that all together and it's Buick
car care.

In

carbon

Pretty clear, isn't it, that here is
where your Buick will receive the
best attention? After all, we love
'em heart and soul.

assure

and

v a l v e j o b s , or

any

o t h e r w h e r e t h i s g a s k e t m u s t be replaced,

o n l y this
the

Buick gasket

fit B u i c k

will

engineers

in-

tended. N o w i s e Buick o w n e r would
h a v e a n y other in his engine.
Just another

example

of h o w

you

get m o r e for y o u r m o n e y — i n major
a d j u s t m e n t s , t u n e - u p s , l u b r i c a t i o n or
a n y t h i n g y o u r c a r n e e d s — w h e n you
m a k e s u r e it g e t s B u i c k c a r c a r e .

STRONGER!
ANGLES!

MILEAGE!

Here is s revolutionary new tire, tested and proved by millions
of miles of service over all kinds ot roads in all kinds ot
weather—a tire that's new in design, new in materials, new
in performance—YET SELLS AT REGULAR PRICE. See the
new Firestone De Luxe Champion today.

Plant Broadbent Hybrid Seed

Blackburn's Garage
Washington St.

Rowland Motor Co.
So. Jefferson

-

Riley's D-X Station
West Main

Talley Baker's D-X Station

•
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*

High Yields

it

Best Feeding Types

it

Sound Ears

RATLIFF HDWE. C O . , Princeton, Ky.
T. R. AKRIDGE, Fredonia, Ky.

Fredonia, Ky.

Byron Williams Texaco
Plum St.

Monarch Station, Cadiz St.
Gayle Kilgore

W . L. Mays, Cadiz St
Tractor St Implement Tires
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Sprays Orchard With
Homemade Equipment

Beauty Spot Made
Of Dumping Ground

(By

Associated

Press)

Washington— Wilbur Forrest,
president of the American Society of Newspaper Editors, has recommended that the United States
enter into two-sided or manysided treaties guaranteeing international freedom of the press.
Forrest told the 25th convention of the ASNE that he made
the suggestion because of poor
prospects that the Uniter Nations will act to establish worldwide freedom of information.
He said that "international understanding and perhaps the
peace of the world are menaced
gravely by a veritable dim-out
of information" as an aftermath
of the war.
In his annual report, Forrest,
who is assistant editor of the
New York Herald-Tribune, submitted these additional proposals to the more than 400 editors
attending:
1. Creation of a "small but active committee' to define the
meaning of the term "freedom
of the press," and to decide when
and if the society should speak
out on claims that press freedom is being violated in this
country.
2. Appointment of a standing
committee to advise the President on such matters as attacks
by those who "seek some measure of control over newspapers."
3. Creation of a salaried secretariat for ASNE in Washington.
Forrest took issue with recent
findings of the commission of
freedom of the press headed by
Dr. Robert Maynard Hutchins,
chancellor of the University of
Chicago. The commission sug-

T. E. Young of Whitley county
got tired of doing a half-way
job of spraying his 104 fruit
trees with a hand sprayef. As a
result, at a cost of $30, he mad*
il power sprayer which Farm
Agent J. D. Kidwell says really
does the job. This is the way he
tells it:
"Taking a 42-gallon water pressure tank, the kind that is used
with a jet pump water system;
an engine-air pump which fits
into the sparkplug hole of his
tractor engine, and some pieces
of metal rod, Young made a
power sprayer that "fifr can carry on his tractor. The tractor
engine furnishes the pressure
for the tank, which is carried on
al rods fitted to the tractor
frame."

A one-time dumping ground
and weed-lot In the center of
the Smithfield Community, Henry codnty, is being made a spot
of beauty by the Smithfield
Homemakers Club, their plans
being to set a marker there as a
memorial to the boys in that
community who served in World
War II, said Mrs. A. M. Robinson, chairman of the committee
sponsoring the undertaking.
The club started its project in
the fall of 1948, when permission
and assistance were obtained
from the railway and highway
department to improve the plot
between those two lines of transportation. Shrubs for planting,
recommended by Prof. N. R. Elliott of the UK College of Agriculture and Home Economics,
were contributed by homemakers, or were purchased by funds
donated by cooperative business
firms.

England produced the greatest when the United Stats, p^JJ
tonnage of coal among th. « « - supremacywhich
never^«
Dairy herd Improvement asso- tions of the world until 1®00 been challenged.
ciation records show that a 40cow herd owned by Browning
Gorrell of Logan county returnREADY N O W
ed $3.10 for every dollar spent
for feed, according to County
Agent John Watllngton. The average production a cow was
8,004 pounds of milk and 372
pounds of butterfat. The feed
Best varieties of Tomatoes, Cabbage & P e p p e r .
cost of producing 100 pounds of
milk was $1.51.

Dairy Herd Pays

BLOOMING PLANTS — A most complete selec-

101 Hogs Butchered

Breathitt county farmers took
advantage of cold weather to
butcher hogs. Fifty-one homemakers reported to Home Agent
Fern Johnson that. from 101
porkers killed, they stored 16.598 pounds of meat, rendered
5,881 pounds of lard, made 144
pounds of sou3e and canned 748
Gondolas, the characteristic quarU of sausage, 193 quarts of
conveyances of Venice, were loin, 57 quarts of liver" and 645
quarts of bones and ribs.
used as far back as 1094.
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In a typical residence, 44.4 percent of the heat is lost through
roof and walls and it is to reduce this loss that both new
and old homes are insulated.
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two-party system I (
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" I Never Miss A Meal
Now And Have Regained
CHEMICAL PLANT IN RUINS—Above Is shown a close-up
Ten Pounds Of My Lost
aerial view of the Monsanto Chemical Co., in Texas City, Tex.
Weight," Happily De(April 17) after an explosion followed by fire destroyed It. The
clares Well-Known ResiRed Cross said that the death toll stood at an estimated 650 dead
dent. "Nothing Like Reand 3,000 injured from five terrific explosions April 16 and April
tonga," She States
17, and from fires that burned unchecked for hours In ruined
"Retonga brought me such
industrial and harbor areas of Texas City. (AP Wirephoto)
grand relief it is hard to ex-1
press my appreciation," happily
declares Mrs. Etna Jones, wellknown resident of 312 Vivelle
Ave., Nashville, Tenn.,
In a
they're busy indeed.
By Jane Eads
strong
public
endorsement
of
As they draw up in front of
Washington — Mr. and Mrs.
M r s . Etna Jones
this noted medicine. Mrs. Jones
the
capitol,
they
point
and
America and all the folks, with
was reared near Somerset, Ky.
Vitamin B-l deficiency and concameras and guidebooks! and shout:
"That's Miss Freedom on top
"I felt so run-down I hardly stipation. Retonga may be objust a plain patriotic desire to
of the Dome. She's an extraor- knew which way to turn," con- tained at Dawson's Drug Store.
see the capital ot the United dinary lightweight— weighs 14,- tinued Mrs. Jones. "My food —Adv.
States, are moving in on the 788 pounds, is 19% feet tall and did not seem to digest properly,
city in grefct hordes this spring.
I had no appetite and gas pains
a perfect 36."
The sightseeing bus companies
The bus drivers seem to agree in my stomach sometimes felt
Get Away, Roundworm—
and the guides are doing a rec- that school children and people as though they would cut me in
ord business. Taxi drivers are "a little over middle-age" are two. I had to rely on laxatives
Cecal Worm, Too— fV!
for years, and I seemed to stay
for hire by the hour. There are their best customers.
AW-TON Has Put
boat trips up and down the Po"The honeymooners don't know so full of toxic poisons that my
tomac twice a day.
what's going on," said one bus arms and shoulders were full
T^e Hex on You/\
Hotels and rooming houses are guide. "They're always wanting of severe pain, and my legs
bursting at the seams, and long to get their picture taken—al- sometimes cramped until I could
I felt high
lines stand in front of all the ways in front of the Lincoln Me- hardly stand it.
strung,
many
nights
I hardly
eating places in town.
morial."
slept, and my strength seemed
Folks want to see the White
just about gone.
House, the President, the capiEstimate Strawberry
"My relief through Retonga
tol, the Tomb of the Unknown
seems
truly remarkable. I never
Crop
In
Kentucky
Will
Soldier, the Lincoln Memorial,
miss a meal now, I have regain• ••• the cherry blossems, the foreign
Total 225,000 Crates
ed ten pounds, and I sleep soundembassies and the big shots they
Louisville, Ky., April 17—(JP)— ly. The pains and cramps have
read about in the newspapers The U. S. Department of Agribeen relieved and I no longer
back home.
culture estimated here today have to drench myself with laxA continuous line streams that the production of strawberatives. I feel stronger than in
El H S S S S j
Don't Walt
through the White House be- ries in Kentucky this year would
years. To me, there is nothing
111 — —sSS- 5J
' o r Worms
tween the hours of 10 and 12 total about 225,000 crates.
like Retonga."
P E jJ^TH
"to Rob You—
every morning except Sundays
7~~|k7j Oat Them First'
The major part of this producThousands praise this noted
and Mondays. One day, during tion is concentrated in the area gastric tonic. Retonga is intendEaster week, the number of around Paducah and Bowling ed to relieve distress due to
Wood Drug Store
visitors going through the low- Green, the report said.
Princeton,
Ky.
insufficient flow of gastric juices P h o n e 611
er and main floors of the manThe estimate was more than 5 in the stomach, loss of appetite.
sion totaled 6,016.
percent above last year's estiThe U. S. Bureau of Printing mated production but is considand Engraving, which keeps a erably smaller than the 1936tab on the number of visitors, 1945 average of 346,000 crates.
welcome an average of some
1,500 on normal days. During
Easter week the number upped 12 Ewes; 23 Lambs
Walter Ray Hood, who looks
to 3,000 daily.
Number One trip of the sight- after the flock for his father, J.
THE CAR THAT
seeing bus companies, and the C. , Hood of Adair county, is
most popular, is the tour of pub- raising 23 lambs from 12 ewes,
lic buildings. It takes four including one set of triplets.
hours, costs $3. Starting at the When County Agent R. B. RanWhite House, the bus takes its kin recently visited the flock,
charges to the Pan American he saw well-developed and uniUnion, the Bureau of Engraving, form lambs that should be ready
the Congressional Librarv, the for early market. They were
Smithsonian Institution and the being fed cracked corn and lespedeza hay and had the run of
capitol.
The bus drivers are the good winter oats and pasture.
guides. While folks are going
C. O. D. postage for U. S. letthrough the buildings, they sit
around cooling their heels. But ters was not made illegal until
when they're hawking history 1855.

gested that newspaper reform is
needed lest the press undermine
its own freedom
"If the American press loses
its freedom," Forrest declared,
"the action will not be based
on a blanket indictment such as
passed down by the Hutchins
'grand jury.' It will be because
there is a loss of interest or of
faith on the part of the newspaper reader. We all know that."
"Today daily newspaper circulation in the United States and
Canada is something over 53,000,000 cories every 24 hours—
an all-time record. Evidently
the newspaper as a medium of
mass communication is still doing pretty well."
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Are you carrying Insurance in
the value of your property?

iperoorcaU-"
Approximately
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Women ought to

COMPLETE INSURANCE SERVICE
111 W. Market St

Phone II

SALS3URYSAL

I'm a

BUS Booster!
Sara, and mott people era our boosters whan they
have become actpoMed with our friendly service.
Eocfc of our customers h, flrst of oH, a person, ,

e enjoy your G O O D W I L L
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You are an individual, not just a

tAt W e give you time-saving
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passenger

schedules

drivers
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W e give low cost travel
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Ask our l o c a l agent for schedules a n d
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WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

SEE OUR fO STAR
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Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge and
on sanitary trucks which are disinfected daily.
W e pick up horses, cows and hogs.

Call

Kentucky Rendering Works
Phone No. 442-J

Princeton, Ky.

NEW DODGE
IS REALLY

NEW

B E N D I X ^ H o m e Laundry
See how the BENDIX

Protect
YOUR
Hrftk WARREN'S

< i S WASHES CLOTHES

f

Investment
XL
Si* Passenger

< ^ R I N S E S - 3 TIMES
DAMP DRYS CLOTHES
CLEANS ITSELF
DRAMS ITSELF

< 6 | SHUTS rrSELF OFF

YouH aee a complete snaking with no on* working al
all! No apQled water, no
steamy washday odors.
No tabs to empty or W.
The Bendixtaso Mat, a*
oompaet Ifa a amort addition to kftahaa e* laundry.

< V l N D S WASHDAY WORK
SAVES CLOTHES

^

^g

COAT
PAINT
PLAN

SAVES HOT W A T E R f l |

Yen eant eboose tfc*
weather but rou cow
chooM a paint that
Will racist the elements. . . . Warren's
Paint, especially mad*
for Southern climate.
Warren's t w o - c o a t
paint plan aires th*
equivalent of a threec • a t paint Job

J ^ / S A V E S SOAP

No other car like it. G i v e s
you all advantages of Floating
Power, All-Fluid-Drive and
Full-Floating Ride. The lowest
priced car with Fluid-Drive.
'
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Club Coupe
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Steger Lumber Co.
Princeton, Kentucky

Phone 88

Princeton, Ky,
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ROWLAND MOTOR COMPANY

WASHINGTON & JEFFERSON

PRINCETON,

Princc toi

Thursday, April 24, 1947

What It Means:

"WAiAuiyZ?Oft

The Railroad

J t g t t f l .
mocracy Price
|s Vote, W o m a n
Leader

Declares

By Jane Eads
Washington.*—> Mrs. Chase Go-

jng Woodhouse, who was a conert'sswoman once, says you've
got to pay for living in a democracy and that the minimum price
is an intelligent vote.
Representative from Connecticut in the 78th Congreas, Mrs.
Woodhouse is now executive director of the Women's Division of
the Democratic National CommitOne of her jobs is to line up
the women of the country so
they'll go to the polls and vote
the Democratic ticket, that
is.

END OF 'ROUND-THE-WORLD FLIGHT — A crowd of well-wishers surrounds the "Reynolds
Bombshell," a converted A-26 bomber, after the plane landed at LaGuardia Field, New York
early April 16, completing a 'round-the-world flight in 78 hours and 55 minutes. Standing atop
the plane is the crew (left to right): .Flight Engineer Tex Sallee, Milton Reynolds, Chicago
Industrialist and owner of the plane; and Pilot Bill Odom. (AP Wirephoto)

"There are an estimated 46,000,000 women potential voters
jn tne United States," she says
drily "Since I believe in the
two-party system I'd like to see

30,000,000 of them registered as get
Demorcats."

Approximately

59%

million

voters were registered for the
1946 elections. Approximately 35
million, or only 58.8 percent, of
these actually v o t e d .

"We ought to get more than
that in coming elections,"

Mrs.

Woodhouse s a y s .

She says that 20 minutes—the

usual time it takes to vote—is
not too much to ask of a citizen
once a year.
Women ought to start now to

ready for their local and
state elections as well as the national elections of 1948, she believes.
Registration is one thing, but
it is equally important for women to bone up on what the government is doing, what the party of their choice has achieved
in the way of legislation and administration.
Mrs. Woodhouse says that the
women of this country "are favored above all women"—
"Our country has vast resour-

Y o u r neighbor paints
A n d papers, too.
Bill Dollar's help
come true.

Mckes dreams

Dress up your home, your car, your family. Get the things you
want and need to make your dreams come true. Phono, or com*
In and tell us how much you need. You'll And us friendly and
anxious to help. We've been loaning money to people like you
for things like that for years. But, unless you were one of them,
you wouldn't know anything about It because ail transactions are
confidential and handled in strictest privacy.
r
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INANCE CORPORATION• OF KY.
^J
C O R P O R A T C D
106 E. Court Square
Princcton, Ky.

Phone 470

LOUIS M. HARDMAN, Mgr.

ces. We have a free and democratic government. We have great
opportunities for education.
"These advantages place a real
responsibility upon us, far more
than upon women of other countries less fortunate than ours. We
must work to keep the happy
conditions under which we live
and to extend them to women
in those countries less favored
than ours."
Mrs. Woodhouse is constantly
in and out of Washington attending meetings here and there
and speech-making all over the
place. But every Thursday you
can find her in her offices. She
is now holding meetings with
party leaders from various states.
"Meeting with these people
and discussing programs and
problems with them helps me
keep up with my 'home work',"
she explains. "When I go out in
the field I'm aware of the things
which concern them most."
In addition, the Women's Division is sending flyers to women all over the country on such
issues before Congress as the
school lunch program, reciprocal
trade legislation, cuts jn the Labor Department, the President's
State of the Union message, Truman's program at home and
abroad and so on.
Women generally, Mrs. Woodhouse finds, are "alert, interested,
and more eager to know about
the government than ever before. They are also willing and
ready to do'more work to get
the kind of government they
want."

Cooper Is Chosen
Fair Board Head

Republican Squabble In
New Light; Robertson
Quits

C. Waitman Taylor, Lewisport,
was elected the first full-time
manager of the Kentucky State
Fair at a meeting of the board
Monday at the Fairgrounds,
Louisville.
Elliott Robertson, State commissioner of agriculture, who recently criticized Taylor's management of the Fair in 1946, resigned as president of the Fair
Board immediately after Taylor
was elected. Robertson was the
only member of the board who
voted against Taylor. He refused
to remain for completion of
scheduled business at the board
meeting.
Dean Thomas Cooper, of the
College of Agriculture, University of Kentucky, was elected
president of the Fair Board in
Robertson's place.
Taylor's salary will be $5,000
a year, retroactive to January 1.
He is to have "full power and
authority" to run the State Fair
as provided in the new law applying to the operation • of the
State Fair which is designed to
take the Fair out of politics.
The new law is not yet completely in effect

This Is No Circus,
Horse Decides

Cootamundra, Australia — (JP)
— A cart horse which saw an
The use of coal for fuel was
elephant for the first time in
once forbidden in Paris because
this country town of southeastern
it was believed that the fumes
New South Wales dropped dead
caused disease.
in the main street.
The horse, tethered to a post,
shuddered and collapsed as the
first elephant in a circus parade
passed by.
Later motorists and motor cyclists were sent out by Secretary
j Ted Williams of the local Dig! gers' Race Club to warn horse
trainers of the elephant danger.

HAULING
I have two trucks and will haul

Livestock-Limestone
Coal - Household
Goods - Sawdust

ANYTHING!
ANY TIME!
ANY WHERE!

There is evidence that the
Chinese used coal long before
the Christian era.

Night Phone 127-W

Day Phone 127-J
O r leave orders with

Rcbinscn Implement Cc<

By Jack Adams
the same problems of higher opWashington—When OPA died erating expenses and a smaller
the corner grocery adjusted its olume of travel.
selling prices to meet higher
The other lines are saying
operating costs.
nothing just now. Ditto for the
But "price control" in the motor bus companies, but eastern
transportation industy is no war- railroad witnesses before the
time, emergency matter. The In- commission testified they believterstate Commerce Commission ed the bus lines would, also have
(ICC) has been functioning since to move their fares upward "be1887 in control of the price of cause the motor bus industry
transportation, and its authority finds itafclf in the same position
in this matter was made air- as the rail carriers."
tight by a 1906 Congressional
The nation's airlines received
amendment to the act which 10 percent passenger fare increated the commission.
creases last month from the Civil
So the eastern railroads—60 of Aeronautics Board, the "price
them—are before ICC saying in control" authority in that field.
effect that they are in the same
position as the corner grocery
Shakespeare Study
as far as pyramiding operation
costs are concerned, that they Planned In England
are taking substantial losses and
New York — (A3) — More
will continue to have such los- than 200 American teachers of
ses unless ICC permits an in- English literature will have a
crease of about 10 percent in chance to get even better acfares.
quainted with William Shakes("Eastern railroads" are those peare. Under the sponsorship of
operating roughly north of the the British Council, 30 British
Potomac and Ohio Rivers and experts on Shakespeare will lecture, the British Information
east of the Mississippi.
The railroads are presenting Service reports.
There also will be visits to
the further argument that they
are now called upon to provide neighboring points of interest:
more service to fewer customers, the site of the parish church
through "luxury" equipment de- where Shakespeare was baptizsigned to meet the tastes of the ed; Shottery where, as an 18boy,
the dramatist
1947 traveler, who was willing year-old
enough to forego comforts with a courted Anne Hathaway; and
war going on but who now thinks Tudor dwellings restored to their
of something "super" when he exact appearance when Shakesputs his dough on the line for a peare used them.
pleasure or business trip.
Everybody Reads The Leader!
The peak of wartime travel has
long since passed. New York
Central Railroad — the second
largest passenger carrier in the
country—told the commission its
1946 passenger service revenues
dropped $30,000,000 under 1945—
"but the expense of providing
that service increased nearly
$8,000,000."
The ICC last adjusted basic
railroad passenger fares in 1942.
At that time, fares went up
from two to 2.2 cents a mile for
coach travel and from three to
3.3 cents a mile for Pullman
travel.
W. H. Johnson
The eastern railroads are now
«
J. Y. O'Bannon
asking for authority to make
the coach fare 2.5 cents a mile
For Immediate
and the Pullman rate 3.5 cents
a mile, with a 15 percent inDelivery On
crease in the coach round-trip
rate and a four percent increase
M O N U M E N T S
in the Pullman roundtrip rate.
SEE OUR STOCK—THE
In addition the lines are askLARGEST IN WEST KY.
ing for upward revisions in
short-haul commutation fares.
There are plenty of interested
Paducah Granite
watchers on the sidelines of theMarble, Stone Co.
proceedings. Presumably, whatever ICC does for the eastern
402 South 3rd Street
lines it will be willing to do for
Paducah, Kentucky
railroads operating in other parts
of the country. Current statistics
Phone 799
indicate that all the carriers have

Pvt. Jack R. Granstaff, Princeton, is serving with the famed
Fighting First Cavalry division,
which in on occupation duty in
the ten prefectures of the ToykoYokohama area. The First Cavalry Division fought all the way
from Australia in the Pacific
Campaign of World War II, and
was first in Manila and first in,
Tokyo.
A graduate of Butler High
School, Grandstaff entered the
Army in September, 1946, and

received his basic training at
Fort Lewis, Wash.
Overseas since December, 1946,
he . is a cook in " G " Troop of
the Eighth Cavalry Regiment.
His parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.
L.
Granstaff, reside at the
Princeton Hotel.

W m . M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

"I'd turn down a date with the Colonel anytime for a date with a man who wears Fortune shoes from HOWERTON'S."

Sam, Mcwvttmi\
F R E D O N I A , KY.

—

How P a s t e u r i z e d M i l k Safeguards
Y o u r Family's Health
BOILING POINT

Pasteurized Milk Is

NOT
BOILED OR C O O K E D
In Pasteurization the Board of Health
requires that milk be held at 143 degrees for 30 minutes to kill all harmful bacteria found in milk that is not
pasteurized.

Established
1907
N
Day,

Washington, - (AP) — A bill
to establish a permanent Women'f Army Corps in the R e g u lar Army was recommended to
Congress Tuesday by the War
Department.

P*pti-Cola Company, Long Iiland City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company

Insurance Agency

But

For All T i m e . "

We Stay and Pay
"When you buy insurance from this Agency,

C O O K I N G COMMENCES"

PASTEURIZATION

you are bringing secur-

UNDULANT

FEVER.

GERMS KILLED

ity home.

160

160

143

143
138

TUBERCULOSIS

GERMS KILLED-

STREP THROAT"
GERMS KILLED

SCARLET FEVER -TONSILITIS

GERMS KILLED

140
137

TYPHOID -- DYSENTRY

GERMS KILLED

139
130
133

PASTEURIZATION

DIPTHERIA

GERMS KILLED
98.6

BODY TEMPERATURE.
tiply rapidly

in

Thermometer shows temperatures at
which fatal disease germs are killed
in pasteurization.

32

Germs

in unpasteurized

mul-

milk.

FREEZING

HOPKINSVILLE
shop

Eillie Robinson

Rate Boost Plea

C. A. Woodall

" N o t For A

Permanent Women's Corps
Recommended By Army

Jack Granstaff With
Cavalry In Japan

wicarson
for

Women's Wear
exclusively yours /
(Incorporated)

Pasteurized milk is not boiled or cooked. It is scientifically heated to a temperature, of 143 degrees Fahrenheit, according to State Board of Health regulations, and kept at this temperature for 30 minutes. This destroys all harmful bacteria and does not affect the taste.
The illustrative thermometer chart (above) shows the pasteurizing temperature and the particular temperatures at which harmful and deadly germs are killed. Maintenance of this 143 degree temperature is necessary to permanently obliterate the germs.

INSIST ON THIS PROTECTION IN TIIE
HI ILK YOU FEED YOUIl FAMILY!

Princeton Cream & Butter Co.

Thursday, April 24, 1947!
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1800 Persons See
Streamliner Train
Here Last Week

(As*oolatad P r « n Fashion

New Service Will
Be Inaugurated Here
Starting Sunday,
April 27

i ;

Approximately 1,800 persons
eaw the Illinois Central's new
streamliner, "The City of New
Orleans", when it was exhibited
here Friday, Apr. 18, officials of
the company said.
"
More than 200 persons were
unable to inspect the train before it left the station, railroad
officials said, but the percentage
of persons seeing it according
to the population of the town
was high.
In Pulton, 1,048 persons went
through the train; in Mayfield, CAUSE OF STUDENT STRIKE
1672, and in Padueah, 3,807, —Blond Louella Jones, 22,
trainmen said.
whose dismissal as an English
The streamliner, cdnsisting of teacher by Sample Junior High
a mail and express car, a bag- School board precipitated strike
gage dormitory car, two 48-seat by 100 pupils in Pittsburgh.
coaches, six 56-seat coaches, din- Miss Jones said the board told
er, diner-lounge and an obser- her pupils "did not like her."
vation-tavern-lounge, will oper- (AP Wirephoto)
ate between Fulton and Louisville, and on the main line, is cials said. The City of New Orthe fastest train operating be- leans will inaugurate the longtween Chicago and New Orleans est "dawn to dusk" luxury coach
' —15 hours and 55 minutes, of- train on run on an American
ficials said.
railroad—921 mile3.
Names of the cars on the new
The streamliner on exhibition
all week will be christened in train are taken from places,
New Orleans April 25. Regular streets and names associated
service rup3 will begin April 27. with New Orleans and the deep
The train, on its regular run, South.
A public address system with
will have a three-unit 6,000
horsepower locomotive but on seven microphones has been inexhibition here it had a 2-unit stalled and will enable the conductor to talk to the flagman
5,000 horsepower locomotive.
Never before has it been pos- directly and for the conductor
sible to go by rail between the to call out the interesting points
Lakes ^nd the Gulf of Mexico of the country to passengers.
on the same day, railroad offi-

Money From Cows

Remove Stains, Add New Sparkle It

• • D E N T A L
[NO

Wayne Rudolph of McCracken

PLATES county, who has a herd of 10

registered Jerseys, told Farm
Agent Joe Hurt that last winter,
in a little more than three
moftths, he realized $1,795 from
them. According to his records,
Rudolph sold 30,500 pounds of
milk for $1,545 in 101 days. In
addition, five calves worth $250
were raised during that time.

BRUSHING*

K l m l t f end* ra«ay. h«rm.ful brashinf. J u l pal ,oar plait or
bridge in a *la»» of water, add a little
Kleenite. Preita! Stain*, discoloration!
and dentarv odor. disappear. Yaar teeth
•parlde like new. Ask yaar druggist
lads, far Kleenite.

KLEENITE the Brushless Way
Get KLEENITE
Drug Store

today

at the

and all good

Corner

druB0'*ta.

Everybody reads The Leader!

Editor)

With the national birth rate
expected to break all records in
1947, the question of baby clothes
is a major problem for harassed
young mothers attempting to assemble proper layettes.
Manufacturers a r e striving
manfully to meet the unprecedented demand, but with fiye
million extra babies born during
.the war years and close tq three
and a half million expected to
swell the census this year, supplies of essential baby needs
still are short.
However,
the
prospective
mother who does her baby shopping early should be able to
gather together the necessary
items without too much difficulty. Supplies are definitely
much larger than at this time
last year. And manufacturers are
working overtime to keep up
with the demand.

Water Pail Table
Becomes Valuable

A walnut table, once used for
holding the water bucket in the
kitchen, now has an important
place in the livingroom of the
home of Mrs. Harrison Hurst of
Anderson' county. With the assistance of her husband, Mrs.
Hurst uemoved four coats of
enamel before it was learned
the table was walnut. To remove
a stubborn ink stain, they used
oxalic acid as Mrs. Hurst has
been instructed in the Van Buren Homemakers Club. Then they
straightened the top which had
become badly warped. Mrs.
Hurst told Home Agent Louise
Cosby that she plans to refinish
other antique pieces.
Grover Cleveland was the first
President officially and personally to endorse The Salvation
Army in 1886. Similar endorsements have been given' by every
succeeding President of the United States.
If all the gold diluted in
ocean water could be extracted
there would be a ton and a
half of the metal for every person on earth.

WLf. Kentucky e&ityied Seed 9l
fc&it Qosi Kentucky QaAtnenA, . . .
,

Several steps are involved in an effe<*tive seed improvement program.
Let's consider the most important ones
and see why Kentucky certified seeds
are best for Kentucky farmers.

m

Step I. RESEARCH.
This is the
foundation of any seed improvement
work. Research is responsible for studying resistance to diseases, insects
testing and developing new varieties
and adverse weather conditions and for
and hybrids.
The Kentucky Experiment Station has a staff of research
scientists working on all phases of crop
improvement. They have developed or
have tested and recommended our better crop varieties now used in Kentucky. They have, in addition to their
own efforts, the benefit of research
work of all other Experiment Stations
and the U. S. Department of Agriculture at their disposal. No other staff
of research workers is as well equipped
to service the Kentucky farmers as
that of the Kentucky Experiment Station.

i•

Step
II.
FOUNDATION
SEED
STOCK.
Every adequate seed improvement program must have an assured method of maintaining the genetic purity of the foundation seed
stock and a satisfactory way of making such seed available to the seed producers. The plan adopted in Kentucky
provides that the genetic purity of
various kinds of seeds be maintained
by the Experiment Station, and the
increase and production of single crosses in the case of hybrid corn, be done

*

by the Kentucky Seed Stocks, Inc., under the close supervision of the Experiment Station staff. The Seed Stocks
organization
distributes
foundation
seed of the highest purity to producers
of certified seed. This is now recognized as one of the outstanding methods in the country.
Step III. CERTIFICATION. This is
the users' assurance that the seed
which he purchases meets the following requirements:
a. The variety or hybrid has been
tested and proved satisfactory. It
is recommended by the Experiment
Station and the College of Agriculture.
b. The Seed stocks used were from a
satisfactory source.
c. The seed was inspected in the field
and passed all requirements—trueness to type, isolation,
freedom
from noxious weeds and diseases,
proper detasseling in hybrid corn,
' and »other important requirements.

The essentials such as diapers,
nightgowns, shirts and wrappers
will be the hardest to find, of
course. But most stores are keeping an almost adequate supply
on hand these days. And if It is
not possible to buy enough diapers, the mother may always
solve the problem by two alternates—signing up for a diaper
service or laying in a supply of
disposable diapers.
If one store doesn't have
enough of the required articles,
they usually can be found at
another. And those dress-up
items such as dainty, htce-trimmed little dresses and exquisitely embroidered sacques and bonnets will be readily available.
Don't worry if you haven't a
large and elaborate layette for
the new baby. Doctors say the
fewer clothes a baby wears during the first few months of life,
the better—except in cold* weather, of course. If he is clean,
warm and dry, your baby will be

happy, whether or not he is
equipped with a dozen handmade dresses and an imported
coat and bonnet set.
Most young mothers find that
the baby has more freedom If he
is dressed only in shirt and diapers most of the day—and In hot
weather even the shirt may be
omitted.
For showing Baby off to company, of course, you'll want a
few dainty, hand-made little
dresses, with cobwebby lace
trimming (for a little girl) or
the finest embroidery on a tailored looking little button-front
model (for a boy).
Pure silk is back for those
beautiful little coat and bonnet
sets, in pink, blue or white, for
making the baby look like a real
angel when you take him calling.
Baby clothes are fun to make
or to buy—but don't buy too
many. Remember, he'll soon outgrow them all.

Berlin Love Is
Strictly Business

Compare

Murray, Apr. 22—Murray State
Teachers College is fully accredited and no official warning has
come to the institution from the
Southern Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools, or from
the American Association of
Teachers Colleges, Dr. Ralph H.
Woods, Murray president, stated
recently.
Comment in the press regarding needed legislation has to do
With Section 63.080, which grants
the Governor power to remove
anySof his appointees," Dr. Woods
said.
"Committees of the accrediting
agencies have indicated that the
above mentioned law should be
repealed or revised as far as it
affects boards of education,
boards of regents, or boards of
trustees of higher institutions of
learning." .
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These prices on First Quality Paint —

75

Red Spot House Paint — $5 in 5 gal. lots.
W
H
Gallon Gallon Quarts Pint* flnu
RED SPOT 4-HR. ENAMEL $5
$2.75
$1.50 .85 .45
RED SPOT FLOOR ENAMEL 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT Enamel Undercoater 4

2.40

1.25

.65

RED SPOT PERMALITE

4

2,40

,. 1 , 2 5

.65

RED SPOT LINOQUICK

5

2.75

1.50

.85

.45

RED SPOT SHELLAC

5

2.75

1.50

.85

•4S

RED SPOT White Creosote

3.75

RED SPOT FLATWALL PAINT 3

1.70

.80

.50

CASEIN (Original Cold
Water Paint)

3.00

1.70

.90

0 Bure<
il Com
id bwej

Joiner's

Secretary For Veterans
Owen Hutchinson, sophomore
at Central State College, Edmond, Okla., is serving as secretary of Gamma Iota Alpha, veteran's organization on the campus. He is a son of Mrs. Ora B.
Hutchinson, Madisonville street.

'Your Paint Store of Friendly Service"

m

(AP Neweteaturea)'
she has an old firm in Lower
Berlin—Marriage is strictly a Bavaria and offers marriage into
business proposition for those this watchmakers shop; and one
Berliners who believe in adver- enterprising aunt advertises that
her 36-year-old niece "seeks a
tising.
Love to the Germans who ad- tailor who would like to marry
vertise every day in the Berlin into her tailor's shop."
Among a single day's crop of
press is something one reads
would-be
marriage seekers, the
about in books. In these hard
optimism
prize went to a 62times it evidently does not mean
a thing compared to such im- year-old gentlemen. He said he
portant matters as a good busi- wanted a "marriage with love."
ness, a home and an income.
The male of the Berlin species Chickens Recommended
makes no bones of the fact that
For most families and for
he seeks a female who has eith- m a n y town families who wish to
er her own business or a good keep chickens for egg3 and for
job. *
meat, the UK College of Agri"Barber, wiaower with 10-! culture and Home Economics
year- old son, seeks acquaintance suggests that at least 15 chickens
of nice colleague with intention be started this spring for each
of marrying into her shop," ad- member of the family. This
vertises one male.
would provide at least five layA master craftsman who de- ers for next fall and winter,
scribes himself
modestly as and also cockerels and some hens
"handsome" advises he'd be wil- to eat. For both eggs and meat,
ling to "marry into an auto re- such breeds as Barred Rocks,
pair shop or transport works."
White Rocks, Rhode Island Reds
A businessman who boasts he or New Hampshires are recomis "not only handsome and ver- mended.
satile but also has a truck and
lmonej%" tells all comers he
One of the oldest examples of
wants a "nice woman who has velvet is that of a 14th century
a store and exists on a proper embrodiered cape in the college
solid basis."
of Mount St. Mary Chesterfield,
Seemingly only the artists wor- England.
ry about such minor matters as
the color of their intended's
eyes.
"Looking for a young, darkhaired woman with blue eyes,"
implores a painter in his middle
thirties. Not a true Bohemian,
he adds thoughtfully she "should
have a home or property."
One dark-haired 28-year-old
girl is looking for a wounded
war veteran who "likes music
and has an irreproachable character."
Most women, though, cannot
forget the hard realities of present-day Berlin life. One widow
offers marriage into my blacksmith's shop"; the "only daughter of a hotne owner" advises

Superstition vs. Science
"Some women get all tied up with a headache. Some
members of the fair sex have a simple solution for headache.
They believe in the superstition that merely tying a cord around
their heads will end the headache.
"We know better. W e realize today that headache may
be caused by eyestrain, fatigue, infected sinus, or some functional
failure. These ailments need treatment by a competent physician.

Lmade over
I rears in wiJ

"Let your.equally competent pharmacists accurately fill
your prescriptions".
_

r

_

SEE US FOR YOUR PRESCRIPTION NEEDS!

Corner Drug Store
PHONE 1

H. W . NICHOLS, Prop.
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Wanted^Men And
Women Who Are
Hard Of Hearing

Kiwani<

To make thia simple, no risk hearing test with Ourine drops used with
simple syringe. If you are deafened,
bothered
by ringing, buzzing head
noises due to hardened or coagulated
wax (cerumen), try the Ourine Home
Method test that so many aay has enabled them to hear well again. You
must hear better after making thia
simple test or you get your money
back at once. Ask about Ourine Ear
Drops today at
DRUG
STORE
DAWSON'S

ENVI0IS OF
t o a e o M oke't pop?

Barnel
C R.
1

1

«nd

8:00 am Lv... Louisville.. Ar. 11:30 pm
12:22pmLv...Princeton..Lv. 7:10pm
l:30pmLv.... Padueah... Lv. 6:10pm
l:55pmLv....Mayfield...Lv. 5:32pm
4:57pmAr...Memphis..Lv. 2:38pm.
1 l:55pmAr.. New Orleans Lv. 8:00 am

LUXURIOUS ICONOMY Never before has a train been
designed to provide such a day of travel. Coaches arc
air-conditioned, with ample leg room, special leg rests,
individual reading lights and adjustable seats molded for
body comfort. Radio. Stewardess. Low coach fares.

rk Gov. „
Interna t|
Gatton.
I that a
I ' memb
1 » the
and
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rep

e. The seed meets the high standards
set for purity and germination.
f. The packages are properly sealed.
Certification is the Farmer's Insurance for High-Quality Seed.

We have the j^cMxyiaUu^:

Read our Ad next week for more Information on Seed Corn.

enough of the vitamins and numerals required to maintain vifOE
and vitality!
If that's
Vitawine without delay!

j^ylie,
DIUCIOUS BUDOIT MINUS—Breakfast,luncheon, dinner, all in the
finest Illinois Central tradition—priced to match the economy of coach
travel. Note the wide aisle and roomy atmosphere.

OAY COMPANIONS—Those who choo*e will find gaiety and companionship in the modem lounge with its decoration* of chromium and quilt*
ed leather. Note the varied accommodations for indivi Juali and group*.

Vitawine is a palatable,
tonic. It contain* 6
the adult minimum daily n x p u r e -

t o u g h

ef r 1t h e

"

w

r

p

*

mineral* tUi potasst

Phone 242

contain*. So- try thk supeetonie! It aay gfea Make

±mUL

Of
Hid.

potent

other vitamins and minerals. It's
scientifically and . p - c f i e a U y f o r mulated at a real aid U
rebuilding awl maintaining
strength and energy • s e m i

Mitchell Implement Company

201 E. Market Street

'this

fortify
D o n ' t b e ! Simply
%
Fatigue—aaainst
tell against fatigue
-againat tha*
constant tired out feeling! R e m e m ber this—if you're w o r n eat, and
there's nothing else wrong, thia
indicate* y o n may mot ba teuinf

men*—11 timee ike ireo—ptus

Ky. 103 Yellow
U. S. 13 Yellow

T.I

the
!of the
l«t Tho
of the
and

VILVrr POWIS, so smooth you cannot feel the train
•tart,flowsfrom a 6000 horsepower, three-unit dieaelelectric locomotive. This extra power help* make possible
the record-breaking, rain or shine, morning to night service between Chicago and New Orleans.

d. The seed has been satisfactorily
processed (cleaned and graded and
packaged).

BE SURE the corn YOU BUY is certified
by T H E S T A T E and not the grower!
Ky. 203 White
Ky. 72B White

Murray College
Fully Accredited

Millions Of Babies Create
Boom Market In Infant Wear
By Dorothy Roe

There are between 15 ^
The human ear ia sensitive
to sounds from 16 to about 16,- different species of birch
in the United States
000 vibrations a second.

SWIFT

SMART

ILLINOIS
S. E R A M A O E , District Passenger A g e n t
Central Sutioi \ 7th V Water St*., Louisville 2, Ky.
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Tho Smallest Item And The Biggest Bargain
In Your Family Budget Is...

The
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•Tiger Den, Teen
Clubhouse, Will
[Open Friday May 2
Planned

Sat. May 3
"Tigers Den", the new teeng(. club house, will be open for
jl Princeton youth May 2, Mrs.
fylene Long, head counselor,
aid this week.
An open house for parents will
(held Friday night, May 2,
^trom 7:30 to 10 o'clock and May
S, the teenagers will have their
first party. In the receiving line
Till be Dottie Deen,
Donald
Jorgan, Betty Jo Linton, A. C.

Sharp Price Cuts
Urged To Avert
Major Depression

No Change In Phone
Strike Situation Here

Parents Will Be Guests
First, Party For All

Members

^

The telephone strike was
in its third week here, as
elsewhere throughout the
nation, "with no change in
our local situation",
Hyla
Mohon, district manager, said
Wednesday.
A few more
calls have been handled the
last several days than earlier in the strike, Mr. Mohon
said, and several businessmen reported they had received a number of long
distance calls, in-coming.

Presler Winner
Of Jaycee Key •

(By

r

Located at Locust and Darby
standing Work During
Streets, the new clubhouse will
Last Year
open only on weekends at
John "Bill" Presler was represent, but will probably be
n more during vacation time. cipient at the April 17 Jaycee
"Tigers Den," donated by W. meeting of the annual "Key
Sparks, is equipped with a Award" given to a Jaycee who
gas furnace and a complete mod- has been outstanding in the loern kitchen. A new gas stove cal club the last year.
will be installed in the kitchen
Presler served in 1946 as secand plans have been made to retary of the Jaycees and is
have floors sanded.
president this year.
The inside painting
of the
Selection was based on attendclubhouse, as well as washing ance, participation and work in
of woodwork and windows, was club activities.
done by the teenagers themThe award was supposed to
selves.
have been made at the DistinRumsey Taylor donated paint guished Service Award banquet
tfor the inside of the house and last January, but due to delay
Mrs. Rumsey Taylor assisted the in arrival of the key, it was pretlub in choosing color schemes. sented at this meeting.
The house has a large hall,
[kitchen, two small rooms, two
aths and one large room. The
hall and the kitchen have been
painted yellow, the ladies' lounge,
pink, and the remainder of the
house blue.
Several tables are needed for
City Moves To Bring
games and anyone having any
Much Needed Conextra are asked to see Jim
struction
Soon
franklin, Dottie Deen, Eudean
tenned> or Mrs. Long.
Construction of concrete sidePlans have been made to have walks on various streets, at the
badminton court on the lawn expense of abutting property
|this summer. A piano, juke box, owners, was discussed at Moncoke machine and a ping pong day night's Council meeting, and
liable have been installed.
City Attorney Lisanby was auOfficers of the club are Dot- thorized to prepare papers to be
tie Deen, president; Donald Mor- used in notifying property own. vice-president;
Betty Jo ers to comply with the order.
Linton, secretary and A. C. NuckThe city attorney was also
ols, treasurer.
directed to prepare an ordinance
Fred Taylor, Joann Pickering, giving the name "Stephens AveCenneth Barrett, Pat Horn, Cyn- nue" to a short street leading
Jthia Cunningham, Nancy Cardin, east from Mitchell street to the
|Billv Glenn Cartwright, Billie old pest house road.
Walker, Jackie Pedley and offiSale of 22 city licenses for
cers of the club have helped in motor vehicles was reported last
the painting and cleaning the week, making a total of 555 for
house.
the current year.
Councilmen Denham, A. M.
Jones,
J. B. Jones, Stone, WadMember Of Loan Assn.
lington attended the session,
[Board Killed By Sister
with Mayor W. L. Cash preCharles Ferguson, 69, Smith- siding.

Sidewalk Notices
Being Prepared

who

was

fatally

|shot April 18 by his sister,
Emma, who then ended her own
llife with the same rifle, was
[well known in Princeton. He
Iwas a member of the board of
Idirectors of the Three Rivers
[National Farm Loan Association,
[serving this county. Mr. FerguIson was a former commonwealth's attorney for his district and was widely known in
[western Kentucky.

B. Lester Addresses
Ciwanians O n Credit

Charlton Gresham In
Madison Sanitorium
Charlton Gresham, who has
been suffering from mercury
poisoning, the last two weeks,
was taken to Madison Sanitorium, Maditon College, Tenn.,
near Nashville,
Sunday, for
treatment.
Her condition
is
slightly improved, relatives advised.

Butler High To Have
Athletic Banquet

An athletic banquet, honoring
the cheerleaders and members of
the football a n d
basketball
squads, will be given at the Henrietta hotel at 6:30 o'clock April
29, Supt. L. C. Taylor said this
week. Coach Ed Diddle will be
principal speaker and the Cook
sisters, twin cheerleaders at
Western, will be guests. The
ally w e l l received.
money needed for the banquet
Miss Rosa Nell Wood, Marion, was raised at the class basket
''sited friends here last week. ball tourney, in March.

J. B. Lester, president of the
farmers National Bank, delivered an address on "Postwar Credit" as speaker for the Kiwanis
-lub at its Wednesday noon
neeting. He covered periods
|trom 1917 to date and showed
proper use of credit, and its
abuse. The talk was exception-

I N u n n Announces For
•fafe Representative
f

The Democratic Voters of
Trigg and Caldwell Counties:
Subject to your approval in
|Hie Democratic Primary, August
1947, I am hereby announcng my candidacy for Rppresenstive from the «th District. Havfig had the honor and pleasure
Df serving you as your Repreentative during the past two
sions of the Legislature, I
vant to take this opportunity
express again my appreciate and humble thanks and to
ate to the people of this disrict that if you should honor
ne again with this office, I will
fontinue to serve all the people
the best of my ability In a
»ir and impartial manner, seekng always to protect and pronote the public interest and
Welfare and to defeat any at-

'AMERICAN MOTHER' IN KITCHEN

f

re®,' ,;

President Declares ''Economic Cloudburst"
Would Weaken U.S.
In Peace Effort

Is Honored For Out-

Nuckols and Mrs. Long.

lland attorney,

Number 4 3

Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, April 24, 19.47

interest to gain
tempt of selfish in
dominance or control of our local or State government.
The knowledge and experience
which I have gained during the
last two sessions of the State
Legislature, together with the
personal acquaintances which
have made with the leading men
of our party who are likely to
be key figures in our State government during the next administration, will give me an advantage which I would not otherwise have had, and if elected,
I certainly will use these advantages to the best of my ability in the interest of the people
of my district.
I thank you for your past sup
port and sincerely ask for your
endorsement in this primary.
Respectfully,
Joe E. Nunn

Assoelatad

F

PR«M)

New York — President Truman this week coupled a pointed demand for sharp price reductions with an appeal for
home-front "unity" to avert a
major depression which would
carry disaster for the forces of
democracy the world over.
Addressing the annual luncheon of the Associated Press, the
President declared that "prices
must be brought down" and
taxes kept up until the country
is "over the hump" of inflation.
An "economic cloudburst," he
said, would weaken the power
of the United States to aid democracies in their fight against
"totalitarianism" and leave free
nations everywhere "easy targets
for external pressures and alien
dieologies."
He counseled "moderation" on
the part of business, "forbearance" on the part of labor, allout farm production, "and wise
guidance on the part of Government."
By keeping its economy sound,
he said, the United States not
only can continue to aid the
weak, but "demonstrate to all
other nations the vitality and

Price Of Milk Cut
Cent A Quart Here
The price of milk will be reduced one cent a quart here effective May 1, by the Princeton
Creamery, B. T. Daum, proprietor, announced. This will bring
the price for sweet milk, both
regular and homogenized, to 16
cents.
superiority of a free economy."
He left again the clear implication he may veto Republicansponsored tax-cut proposals by
labeling them inflationary.
The Government must continue high taxes along with rigid
control of credits, rents, and exports, the President asserted. He
expressed fear that further credit
spending would add new fuel to
the "inflationary fires" in the
familiar tradition of "boom and
bust."
While he renewed his appeal
to labor for "moderation" in its
wage demands, he aimed his
principal challenge to "those
businessmen who have it within
their power to reduce prices."
Their failure to do so, he said,
may bring "magnified" wage demands.
He blamed the high cost of
living on a group which he said
"saw fit to sabotage price control" when he recommended its
continuation in the spring of
1946.
Without naming names, he
said this group had "represented
to the public that prices would
come down, in a free market."
Asserting the opposite happened, the President challenged
private enterprise" to make a
free economy work by arresting
the upward climb of prices.

Purdy's Store Sponsors
Fancy Work Fair"
A Fancy Work Fair will be
held May 5-10 at Purdy's Store,
it is announced this week by
Mrs. Louise Purdy, owner. The
event will be devoted to the
display of crocheting, knitting,
tatting, embroidery, cut work
and other types of handiwork.
The winner will be selected by
the public, and a $5 prize given
to the person receiving the most
votes. The public is cordially invited to attend this event and
persons interested in displaying
their handiwork , are urged to
enter the contest, Mrs. Purdy
said.

Piney Grove School
Will Close In May
Fredonia, Crider and Bell
Buckle schools closed last week
and Friendship and Cobb will
close this week, Clifton Clift
said Wednesday. Piney Grove,
the only remaining rural school
open, will close early in May.
L. C. Taylor To Deliver
Commencement Address
L. C. Taylor, superintendent
of city schools, will deliver the
commencement address at West
Louisville High School May IS.
E. T. Harrison Reenlists
Edgar T. Harrison, Princeton,
has reenlisted in the U. S. Army
for a period of three yetfts.

1

Jaycees Urge One-Unit
School System Here

Cancer Drive Hits
Two-Thirds Mark

Editor Of Fulton Daily
Leader Would Guide
K.E.A. Program Through
Legislature
(•y

Mrs. Frederick G. Murray, author and lecturer, selected as
the "American Mother of 1947" by the American Mothers' Committee of the Golden Rule Foundation, cooks in the kitchen of
her home in Cedar Rapids, la., where she does her own housework. For more than 50 years Mrs. Murray has devoted most of
her time and energy to child welfare work. She is the mother of
five children. Her husband is a physician. (AP Wirephoto)

Princeton's Junior Chamber of
Commerce, by its president, John
H. Presler, and secretary, Glenn
Wright, has sent a message to
Clifton Clift, superintendent of
Caldwell county schools, and G.
W. Towery, chairman of the City
Board of Education, urging adoption of a single-unit school system here and pledging the services of the Jaycees in bringing
this about.
The Jaycees* letter to the
school officials follows:
Mr. Clifton Clift,'Supt.
Caldwell County School Svstem
Mr. G. W. Towery, Chairman
Princeton City Board of Education
Princeton, Kentucky
Gentlemen:
You will recall that in the
early part of last year a representative of the State Department of Education met with you
and outlined the advantages to
be gained with a one-unit school
system for this county. A number of conditions which prevent-

Doran Announces
His Candidacy For
State School Post

ed your favorable consideration
of a'change in our school systems at that time have now been
removed.
It is not necessary to reiterate
here the multiple advantages of
the one-unit system. These advantages accrue not only to the
youth of the whole county in
an improved educational program but also to the entire population of the county in an improved community spirit. Both
are required if Caldwell county
is to take a responsible position
in the state and nation.
This
organization
therefore
respectfully requests that everything possible be done to remove
obstructions which may stand in
the way of this step forward.
At the same time we place at
your disposal the services in
time and spirit of this club and
its members in bringing about
this union.
Very respectfully,
John H. Presler, President.
Glenn Bright, Secretary.

Homemakers Will Have
Exhibit At Stores During
Demonstration Week

Associated

Praaa)

Louisville—Adron Doran announced his resignation as president of the Kentucky Education
Association to become a candidate for State Superintendent of
Public Instruction.
Doran, 37-year-old principal of
Wingo high school in Graves
county, said he sent his resignation, "to become effective immediately," to K. E. A. directors
"for the avowed purpose" of running for the State education
post.
Doran thus became the first
K. E. A. president to seek the
State superlntendency and the
first to resign to enter a political race. But it won't be his
first venture into politics. Doran
served as State representative
from Graves county in the 1944
and 1946 Kentucky legislatures.
Miss Stella Johnson, Fort
Thomas, first vice president of
the K. E. A., succeeded Doran
to serve out the unexpired portion of his term, which ends
June 30.
Doran's announcement stated:
"I have completed the task assigned to me in leading in formulating a minimum educational
program which has been adopted
by the K. E. A, delegate assembly."
Doran declared he desired
the opportunity to assist a united profession in guiding their
program through the General
Assembly and in serving as chief
state school officer in administering it."
A native of Graves county, he
was graduated from Murray
State Teachers college In 1932.
He taught in Grayson county
schools and has been principal
at Wingo nine years, also serving as athletic coach.
Doran i3 editor of the Fulton
Daily Leader, published by Har
ry Lee Waterfield, Clinton, can
didate for the Democratic nomination for Governor and speaker
of the 1946 House of Representatives. Doran is a minister in
the Church of Christ, is married
and is a member of the Kiwanis
Club. Last year, he was chosen
by the Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools for its
merit award for distinugished
service to education.

The second annual National W. D. Armstrong Attends
Campaign Will Continue Home Demonstration Week will Meeting In Ames, Iowa
be observed locally May 4-11,
Through May 3; FreW. D. Armstrong, horticulturist
Miss Wilma Vandiver, home at the sub-station here, left last
donia Passes Goal

Approximately $650 of the
$1000 Caldwell county goal for
cancer control has been reached,
Mrs. Frank Wylie, of the Women's Club, said Tuesday.
Only three of the 12 workers
have reported
their districts,
Mrs. Wylie said, and it is believed the goal will be reached
by May 3, at which time the
local drive ends.
Fredonia has passed its $100
goal.
Booths will be placed in the
Farmers National Bank and the
First National Bank Saturday
for the convenience of those who
haven't already contributed and
for those who wish to contribute
again, Mrs. Wylie said.
More than 1,000 pieces of literature were distributed Wednesday in the courthouse and
more than 600 letters have been
sent to rural families.
Some of the first large donors
were: Rotary Club, $25; Whip
and Collar, $25; W. C. Sparks,
$20; Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wood,
$20, and Saul Pogrotsky, $15.

Fish And Game Club
To Hold Picnic May 1

demonstration agent, announced
this week.
Rural homes and communities
throughout the 48 States, Alaska,
Hawaii and Puerto Rica will
observe this week. The theme is
Today's Home Builds TomoA
row's World.
The Caldwell county advisory
council made plans at their last
meeting to observe this week by
having a window display at a
local store of converted oil lamp6
into electric lamps.
Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs. Guy
Shoulders and Mrs. V. E. Nuckols are in charge of arrange
ments.

Butler Musical Entrants
Compete In State Meet
At Lexington, B. Green
Lou Nell Russell, Carolyn Taylor and the Butler High girls'
trio composed of Clemma Ken
ney, Charlotte PooT and Jeanette Talley, left the middle part
of the week for Lexington where
they will compete in the State
Music contest April 25-26, and
will sing in the All-State Chorus.
They were accompanied by Mrs.
L. C. Taylor, Martha Shultz and
Philip Johnston. These girls received ratings of superior in the
regional contest, held in Madisonville recently. The band and
the instrumental players will
compete in the State music contest to be held at Western April
26. They will leave by bus and
will be accompanied by K. V.
Bryant, band director,

The Caldwell County Fish and
Game club will have a picnic
Thursday afternoon, May 1, at
Satterfield's Bottom. Earl Wallace. director of the Division of
Game and Fish, and his official
assistants, as well as members
of fish and game clubs in adjoining counties have been invited, J. B. Lester said this week.
All members are asked to bring
their own guns and shells for • New Sears Employe
skeet contest.
Mrs. Raymond Brown has accepted a position at the local
Assistant To Dr. Willis
Sears Order Office, it is anKathryn Fancher, Union, Miss., nounced by Mrs. Ethel French,
is the new office -assistant of manager.
Dr. W, E. Willis, dentist. Miss
Fancher is a sister of Mrs. CeMr. and Mrs. Arthur Deering,
cil Smith and Mrs. Lowry Chicago, 111., are visiting friends
Caldwell.
and relatives here.

J

week for Ames, Iowa, where he
took over the records of the
American Pomological Society.
Mr. Armstrong, new secretarytreasurer of the organization, returned Wednesday.
4-H Club Demonstration,
Style Revue To Be May 10
The annual 4-H Club demonstration contest and stlye revue
for girls will be held May 10, in
the Caldwell County courthouse,
Miss Wilma Vandiver said this
week. The winner will compete
with other winners in the district and the winner of the
style revue will represent the
county at Junior week held at
the University of Kentucky in
June.

K.E.A. Asks Survey
Of New Tax Sources
The K. E. A. adopted resolutions urging consideration
of new tax sources to finance
additional State appropriations for teachers salaries
and school purpose**
The resolutions urged that
consideration be given:
"The pari-mutuel tax, the
general sales tax, the gross
income tax, a severance tax
on mineral products, increased cigarette tax, increased
distilled spirits tax and other
forms of taxation employed
in other states and that the
study be completed and the
facts be made known to the
public as speedily as possible."

30 Candidates Out
For Spring Grid
Work At Butler

Spring G a m e With Trigg
High Squad Scheduled
Here Night Of
May 8

Thirty-odd aspirants for Butler High School's grid team will
settle down to serious scrimmage
this week and next after a
three-day vacation last week
due to KEA.
Since April 7, when Coach
Howard "Tip" Downing, assisted
by Johnny
Hackett,
started
Spring practice, the boys have
been taking toughing-up, pass1 ing, blocking and kicking exercises.
Forty-three candidates answered rollcall the first day or two,
Coach Downing said, with many
falling by the wayside as time
passed.
40-Man Team From
Only four of last year's team
will
be lost by graduation, Coach
Louisville To Confer
Downing said, and at present,
Degree In Council
three others will be ineligible
Approximately
700 Masons next fall, unless they make up
from Hopkinsville, Henderson, •their grades. Those who will be
Morganfield, Madisonville, Pad- lost by graduation are: Walker,
ucah, Dawson Springs, Eddyville, Mays and Fraley, linesmen, and
Kuttawa and other western Ken- Franklin, backfield.
tucky towns are expected to be
The 1947 schedule is similar
in Princeton Saturday, April 26, to last year's, with the excep- B
for a ceremonial at which the tion that Owensboro has been
Super-Excellent degree of the dropped. Nine games have been
Council will be conferred.
-scheduled so far, with a posA degree team of 40 men will sibility of a tenth.
come from Louisville to do this
Coach Downing will appoint
work, Frank Gordon, master of an acting captain for each game
the local council, said, and W. and at the end of the year the
J. Netherton, grand master of boys will vote on the player
the Grand Council of Kentucky, they want to be named captain.
R&SM, will be present.
A spring football game has
About 80 Masons of this com- been
scheduled with
Trigg
munity are eligible to take this County High for May 8, at 8
degree, Mr. Gordon said. The o'clock in Butler Stadium.
ceremonial will be in the audiThe nine scheduled games are
torium of Butler High School.
with Murray, here;
Madisonville, away;
Franklin-Simpson,
away; Fulton, here; Sturgis,
here; Morganfield, here; Providence, away; Mayfield, here and
Marion, away.
Boys left from last year's
squad are:
Kenneth Barrett,
Kentucky Wesleyan
William Cartwright, Gene Croft,
Group At Butler High
J. C. Dunbar, W. R. Ethridge,
Haydon Gilkey, Jack Kercheval,
This Afternoon
Howard Ledford, William LubThe Kentucky Wesleyan Colben, James Mitchell, Don Morlege Glee Club, of Winchester, gan, A. C. Nuckols, Garnett Petwill render a concert of sacred ers, Don Pinnegar, L. C. Pinneand classical music Thursday af- gar, Othelle Gray, Harold Price,
ternoon at 1:45 o'clock in But- Bill Roland, Carl Sholar, Fred
ler High auditorium. The public Taylor, Charles Wade, Billy
i3 extended a cordial invitation Wilkerson, Louard Wilkerson and
by the school authorities and Doug Skinner.
the official board of Ogden MeHopefuls are: Donald Clark,
morial Methodist Church to at- Noal Davenport, Willis Dobbin,
tend.
Robert Dunn, Charles Freeman,
Kentucky Wesleyan is one of Bubbs Harralson, James Huffthree colleges in Kentucky oper- man, Neil Ladd, Robert E. Lee,
ated by the Methodist Church.
Robert
McNeely, Duel Ortt,
The group visiting Princeton Charles Chambliss, Freddie Pois on an annual concert tour of well, Bill Price, Malcolm Rogers,
the South and is stopping here Buddy Strouble, Kenneth Teear,
on its way to Hopkinsville for John White and Roy Hawkins.
a Concert Thursday night.
Members of the Woman's So- Methodist Men's Club
ciety of the local church will
serve the noon meal to the group To Meet Friday Night
The Methodist Men's Club of
Thursday in the church social
Ogden Memorial M e t h o d i s t
hall.
Church will hold its April dinner meeting Friday night at 6:30
Howard Evans Serving
o'clock in the social hall of the
On Destroyer Stickell
church, with the Pipers Club
Howard t . Evans, 38, chief serving the meal.
A good program has been arboatswain's mate, husband of
Mrs. Martha Evans of 800 W. ranged and several business matMain street, Princeton is serv- ters will be discussed, according
ing aboard the destroyer USS to Fred Jake, president.
Stickell which has returned to
Approximately 125 men of the
San Diego, Calif., for several church make up the membershort training cruises, after par- ship. The Club sponsors helpful
ticipating in the first post-war projects within the church and
Pacific Fleet maneuvers held in fosters regular church attenthe South Pacific.
dance.

700 Masons Will
Be Here Saturday

Girls Glee Club
To Give Concert

Pettit Kevil Gives Eye-Witness
Account Of lexas City Disaster

• A letter from Pettit Kevil to
his mother, Mrs. Louise Kevil,
containing an eye-witness account of the Texas City, Texas
disaster which last week took
the lives of approximately 600
persons and injured several
thousand in explosions and fire
which did an estimated $125
million in property damage, will
bring home to this Princetonian's
many friends here something of
the magnitude and horror of the
holocaust.
The letter in full follows:
Friday Night
My dearest Mom:
I imagine I am one of the
terribly lucky people of Texas
City for had I been working for
Mr. Rhodes I would now be one
of the dead or missing. The fellow that took my job has not
been located in the ruins, for
that building was completely
destroyed.
I liad two wires sent you so

you would know I was all right,
but my mind just hasn't been
clear enough to try to write a
letter. I want to start from the
first and try to give you a mental picture of what has happened here. Of course if you saw
pictures, they told a pretty good
story but some of the radio
broadcasts were exaggerated.
Bennie and I went to Houston
Monday and while Bennie was
in the hospital,
I shopped
around and bought wallpaper for
our bathroom. A friend of ours,
a lady, was going to help me
put it on and I was to call for
her Wednesday morning. I worked all Tuesday getting the walls
in shape for the papering.
Wednesday morning around 9
I went for this lady and she had
forgotten to get dog food for her
dog, so on the way back I stopped at a grocery about three
blocks from here while she went
in. We knew there was a fire

but didn't know exactly where
it was; however, the flames were
very sparkley and looked as if
it were some kind of acid burning.
I was watching those flames
when very suddenly a big boom
came and I saw the smoke shoot
in the air together with rubbhh
of all kinds—about three seconds later a second one came
and being in the car with the
tires under me I received just
a slight jolt
The lady came out of the grocery holding her face and bleeding. I asked what the trouble
was and she told me that the
blast had blown the glass window in at the grocery and hit
her. I still didnt realize the
seriousness of it and told her
we would rush to the house and
get Bennie to see how serious
it was
We walked in our front door
(Please turn to Page Four)
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Pennyrile Postscripts. B, G. M. R.

Americans now living are at the necessity, in the face of the gravest hazards
in history, of proving their kind of government can be made to prevail; and they
very badly need to learn, as quickly as
possible, that a nation in which only about
one-third of its eligible voters will take
the trouble to go to the polls suffers a
cancer from within more threatening than
ell the dangers from without.

Our job is to make our democracy work.
Develop as well as defend it—
For what is the good of the toil
and the blood
If internal * weaknesses
*
* end it?

Within comparatively recent years the
volume of voting in Kentucky has fallen
off sharply, not only in the populous centers but all over the State.
If there is
then dissatisfaction with things at Frankfort, the blame is easily placed; f o r our
elections have been decided by minority
votes.
The war can be blamed for lack in interest in elections of five or six of the
years j u s t past but the record shows
that before 1941, many thousands of
citizens in Kentucky remained away from
the polls; and worse still, there is eyidence this direlection of duty has been
iworst among those who have the most
at stake.
Our labor troubles are conceded to have
arisen because many persons were not
vigilant and did not recognize, while they
were being enacted, just what the penalties of over-generous labor laws would
be for the whole people of the nation.
The only way in which the scales can
be put back in proper balance is by the
electorate . . . and this not by a minority vote.
T h e closed shop issue may bring a

U
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To Safeguard Our Democracy
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James Kevil, brother-in-law of
Mrs. Louise Kevil, "did the most
dreaming and the most work"
in bringing to reality a community hospital at Sikeston, Mo.,
according to a clipping from a
newspaper published there sent
to Pennyriler by Mrs. Marie Tay.
lor, of Marijm- The people of
Sikeston
donated $250,000 toward their hospital.

•

Happy Chandler immeasurably increased his own prestige and,

w
nr

time, struck

a

at the

healthy blow

same

for clean

sports when he, as one editorial writer
8
' t

put it, lashed "out in all directions but
with a special aim at Brooklyn," the other

| 1»
I

1
f.

day in imposing fines and suspensions in
I

large number in the major leagues.

The high commissioner's crack-down on
I Leo " L i p p y " Durocher was long due. The
I Dodger manager, who drew a year's suspension from the game, has long been
[ too garrulous and verbally intemperate
f o r his own and baseball's good.
More4 over, he reputedly on occasion, was injj clined to invade the stands and administer Brooklyn justice to hecklers who
, didn't like the way things were being
I run by the Dodger management and were
I . not reticent about speaking their minds.
About Durocher there has been a profusion of unsavory publicity that did
f neither baseball nor athletics in general
i any good. Hence, it is improbable that
if there will be many tears shed over the
I Dodger manager's suspension, unless they
!| fall in Brooklyn itself.
Commissioner Chandler was on sound
I ground when he stated that "managers
of baseball teams are responsible for the
I conduct of players on the field. Good
» managers are able to insure good Conduct of the players on the field and fref quently by their example, can influence
K players to be of good conduct off the
I
field."
The influence of baseball managers and

*

•

Nor could one man have founded our
Republic.
It took the cool,
detached
strength and endurance of a Washington, the fire and drive of a Jefferson, the
scholarly mental power of the Adamses,
to make even a beginning. It took lesser
men, also,
such as Hamilton,
without
whose sound money sense the idealism
of a Jefferson might have come to
naught.

|
I
I
%

I t is interesting to contemplate Jefferson today, in a time which needs his
powers. He seems to have been so allaround a person.
He knew his farming
well, and he loved his books, and his

I A Poor Comparison
The New York Times, in a thoughtful
article on the plight of our schools, discloses the disturbing fact that

America

now lags behind other leading nations in
the effort it is making to educate its children.
According t o the Times, America now
spends 1.5 percent of its income for the
schools; Great Britain spends an estimat-

ed 3 percent; the Soviet Union spends 7.5
percent.
How well we fare in t h e world of tomorrow depends very largely, upon what
kind of young men and women we raise
to face tomorrow's problems. It is not
pleasant to know that our two great
neighbors are taking the task more seriously than we are.
(Hopewell, Va., News)
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Ben Kilgore, State campaign
chairman for Harry Lee Waterfield, expects to be in Princeton
this morning (Thursday) and in
Hopkinsville in the afternoon.
Ben will assume his duties in
the Louisville State headquarters sooner than May 1, set when
he accepted this charge. He said,
in a message to Pennyriler Monday, Waterfield's chances are
improving right along.

The longest stretch of railroad
track without a curve in the
United States in 78.86 miles between Wilmington and Hamlet,
N. C.

e

•

*

*

Col. T. A. Pedley, Jr., U. S.
Infantry
and veteran of the
European war theater, spent the
weekend here, the guest of his
aunts, Mrs. Grace M. Brown and
Lily M. Campbell. This Is Pennyriler'8 younger brother . . .
and he did all right with the
youngsters at our house . . . who
were thrilled by his ride to the
nearest Army airport
(Camp
Campbell) in a plane.
*

*

*

Hugh Cherry is back from the
hospital and busy at his job . . .
but not too busy to take his annual active interest in the Kentucky Derby.
*

•

•

We laugh at the follies of others
because we share them or commit others much worse.

e

e

e

e

e

Railway right of way and
building sites in the United
States occupy about four million
acres of about one-sixth of the
area of Indiana.
e

e

e

The first ship that sailed from
the United States to China—in
1784—carried more than 20 tons
of ginseng, a root believed by
Orientals to be a panacea of
many ills. Its post-war shipment
has been resumed, although
American scientists say the root,
which grows from Maine to
Georgia, has no therapeutic
value.
e
e
e
The city of Venice stands on
a group of mud banks in the
middle of a lagoon. The earth
is so soft that buildings can be
constructed only by pile-driving.
e

e

e

Chemists of the Middle Ages
directed their efforts toward
transmuting the baser metals
into gold and indefinitely prolonging human life.

By Adelaide Kerr

(AP

Newefeature

Writer)

If Evelyn Adlerblum had been
content to become « brldge-playing housewife, something which
njay change many lives might
never have been done. But Mrs.
Adlerblum used her time between the chores of housekeeping and motherhood to do work
she saw before her, extending
it step by step.
The result after 20 years, is
an experiment in child development sponsored by the National
Committee for Mental Hygiene
as an official demonstration for
the New York Board of Education. Mrs. Adlerblum says it can
result in changes in the public
school curriculum.
Put in capsule form, lt is an
effort to locate the causes of
children's character kinks and
iron them out before they have
done the damage that produces
juvenile delinquency, social misfits and—in extreme cases—criminal action and insanity.
The experiment stems from
something Mrs. Adlerblum learned from the depression. After
her marriage to Cullen Adlerblum, New York physician, she
had won a Columbia University
B. A., and was lecturing on
books to Y.W.C.A. girls at a
time when they were wrestling
with depression problems. She
saw how characters buckled in

n i *utue 1

About 68 percent of the 4,200
so-called "company stores" in
the United States are operated
by coal companies.
e

*

*

*

•

•

Citizens of Eddyville were
loud in their praise of Princeton's fire department last Friday night when the volunteers
from this city went down to the
neighbor
town . . . and, from
testimony, saved that place a
very disastrous conflagration. As
it was, three houses were completely destroyed on Eddyville's
Main street and three others
badly damaged, one belonging to
Bocty Mays suffering about $500
loss.
*

•

•

Among our valued readers is
the attractive Mrs. Neville Stone,
who helps Betsy run Arnold's

Literary
Guidepost
By W. G. Rogers
TIN

FLUTE,

by

tranalated

by

Reynal

Hitchcock;

A

Gabrielle

Hannah

Roy,

Joesphson

$5).

Florentine Lacasse is a girl with
a face and figure which entitle
her to a better job than waitress at a rushed lunch counter
patronized by poverty-stricken
workers from the Saint-Henri
quarter which in Montreal is the
wrong side of the tracks.
She's working for the restaurant, but for Florentine, too, and
when she gives a boy his order,
she gives him the once-over with
it. As this novel opens, her hopes
are centered on handsome young
Jean Levesque; she could fall
in love with him easily, and she
does.
Jean tries his hardest -not to
fall in love; he concentrates on
his job in order to escape the
misery and want of this impoverished district. His friend, Emmanuel Letourneau, enlists in
the army because, in 1904, that
seems to him his solemn obligation, but other men enlist so
that they will be supplied with
new, warm overcoats, or be able
to turn over a monthly check
to their families.
While Miss Roy is not an especially felicitous writer, she is
an impressively sincere one. This
is not only a love story but also
an account of a social failure.
War,
the worst catastrophe,
brings relief to the poor, provides Jobs, supplies rent money.
"Without the war where would
they be?" the canny Florentine
asks after she narrowly misses
tragedy and finds a neat workable solution for her own problems. Her way is only secondbest, but she has done a lot better than her friends and neighbors.
This book, which in the original French received awards
from the two Academies Franca Ise and Canadienne Franca ise,
I is Literary Guild choice for May.

CAREER

e

e

Dimensions of wood are not
affected by temperature changei,
although it will swell because
of moisture.
e

e

e

Porpoises, dolphins and walei
are, according to science, land
animals that have given up their
original habitat for the ocean,
e

e

e

The government liquor monop.
oly of Iceland permits sale of
liquor only at leading hotels for
"festivities" where six or more
people are present.

*

The neighbors came by to tell
me about one of the clowns
sitting in the lap of our gal reporter, Mary Davis; and, while
this sitting maybe didn't bother
Mary, it appeared having the
boss know about it did.

(Owensboro Messenger)

Without his persistent and devoted
drive f o r democracy there would have
been no American Republic as we understand the term. Americans owe it to
Thomas Jefferson to look at their Republic now and then — to appreciate its
virtues; to study how its failings may
be corrected; and above all, to consider
how it may use its vast power and fulfill
its vast duties toward the world in coming years.
(Ashland Independent)

musical instruments are now being made from the same transparent
plastic
used
during
World War II for bomber noses.

^
ir'
thought what a boon it would
be If they could be shaped ^
Attention
youth to get along with othen
and withstand life's storms. So
m., fhick. b f 0
she went back to school, studied
Ch 1
counselling and emerged with
tSm
^
out. Along 1
an M. A. from Teachers Colltfe
Columbia.
"
"Tcocddiosi. *
After she tried out her thtor.
ies in a New York YWCA nurS troublewme. .
sery school the Vocational Ad- •
justment Bureau ( subcommlt.
brooder hot
tee for the National Committee
for Mental Hygiene) asked her B w the brooder
don't h,
to tackle the present expert,
ment—first of its kind ever tried
in a public echooL
^ this spring- ••
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The circus carried some coal
to Newcastle . . . when Grayson
Harralson won a pair of nylons
last Friday night.

'
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This is true no less of all branches of
athletics—football, basketball, tennis and
others, as well as baseball—both professional and amateur. It is highly important that athletes be mindful both on and
off the playing field, floor or court of the
pattern they may cut for youth. There
is nothing that is more beneficial
to
youngsters than the example set by athletes they know, or know of who attend
Sunday school or church regularly and
live circumspectly, whether they be high
school or college football or basketball
stars and coaches, tennis champions or
major or minor league baseball players.
It was the realization of this that caused so many Kentuckians to condemn so
vigorously the gambling scandal that was
uncovered at the recent Kentucky high
school basket ball tournament, with which
several coaches' names were linked. This
criticism, we believe, had a wholesome
effect in state high school circles.
And,
it is probable that Commissioner Chandler's punishment of Durocher will be beneficial in major league baseball circles by
driving home to the men who are today's
sport page heroes the fact that they not
only live in glass houses but have a responsibility to fandom to conduct themselves in a gentlemanly fashion.

family.
He understood foreign affairs
as well as a man of that time could know
them.
He rested his mind with music.
He combined work for head and hand.
And over all and through all, illumining
his strong, humorous common sense, flowed the light of his love of man. His belief in human rights was his prime motivating force.

*

store. This newcomir, from Madisonville, is a welcome addition
to Princeton's young married
group . . . as is her husband.
*
*
*

Colui

Tackling Delinquency
the
heat
of adversity

Mrs. W. H. McElroy, whose
letter to the Courier-Journal's
Point of View column about
Margaret Truman's radio debut
was duly published, has received
a thank you letter from' the
White House signed by Reathel
Odum, secretary to Mrs. Truman, for a letter Mrs. McElroy
wrote to Miss Truman in praise
of the latter's singing.

THE

Let there be no mistake. Thomas JefI ferson is not the exclusive property of
1 the Democrats any more than Abraham
I Lincoln is that of the Republicans. Both
belong to the whole nation.

*

From Frankfort comes a copy
of "The General", a slick paper
tabloid publication "by and for
employes of the Frankfort plant,
General Shoe corp". It ha3 a
feature column by Lola R. McGough,
R.
N.,
titled Your
Health.
Mrs. McGough, in
Frankfort with her husband,
Hobart, who is assistant State
Treasurer, was formerly nurse
in the County Health Department here. The Frankfort shoe
plant has more than 600 employes and "is a grand place to
work", Lola says.

players, however, is f a r more extensive
than Commissioner Chandler stated. Outstanding figures in the major leagues are
heroes to thousands of young boys, hence
it is highly important that such men be
careful of their behavior and utterances.

I Thomas Jefferson

*

Rev. Tom Collins took off in
a big rush Sunday morning for
Shelbyville . . . and Monday advised members of hjs flock here
of the arrival
of a 9-pound
daughter. Mrs. Collins and baby
doing fine.

Chandler Helps Baseball, Himself

lo^
fo
th
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change for the better, as witness Arkansas and seven otfter commonwealths whose
people have made Buch unions illegal
within their borders. This is an example
of what citizens can do, when enough of
them take the trouble to discharge their
prime duty, by voting.
You feel, and say, as an individual:
" O h , it doesn't matter whether I vote.
1 am only one and m y ballot will not
change the result of the election".
But
multiply that individual by millions and
you have our situation today, when the
fate of 140,000,000 persons is at stake in
the nation, and the fatal error of such
a philosophy is readily realized.
" I am only one. I cannot do everything; but I can do something; and the
Lord willing, that will I d o " .
Play on Uncle Sam's team . . . and do
not give comfort to Uncle's many enemies
by refusing to make your government
and its servants what it and they ought
to be.
A strong nation is a peaceful nation;
and our Democracy cannot prevail in this
world of clashing ideologies unless the
citizens who comprise it are willing to
safeguard privileges they have assumed
as rights.
Let us then familiarize ourselves with
the issues in the coming election . . . and
in every election, and then vote for better
government and fairer, safer laws, according to the dictates of our consciences.
W e thus shall help to give our children,
and theirs, a better nation and a more
peaceful world.

Did
You Know?
Violins, clarinets and other

County

WOMAN!

Meet the greatest career woman of all !
She doesn't manage a business, write novels, paint portraits, or sing over the radio.
But her job's big, and it's important—she
runs a home.
What a job that is! In a year she washes
more than six tons of dishes, cooks more
than 1,000 meals, wades through mountains of laundry, trundles her vacuum
cleaner across acres and acres of rugs I
The more Mom depends on electric service, the less work is in her housework. And
how little electricity costs I A penny's
worth a day will rescue Mom from the
drudgery of dishwashing. A few more
pennies daily will cook her meals. Electricity will help her wash and iron for less
weekly than the cost of a bar of soap.
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And when Mom balances her budget,
she's bound to note that electricity is one
of the smallest items. Actually; our average family now gets twice at much electricity for its money as it did 10 to 12 years
ago. Furthermore, service has become so
much better that today its dependability
alone is worth more than your electricity
costs.
This bargain comes to Mom—And to you
too—through the practical experience of
your friends and neighbors in this company, under sound businett management.
By the way, we feel that our job is not
completed simply by delivering you lowcost, dependable service. We want every
housewife to get the maximum benefit
from the electricity she uses. That's why
we have a staff of trained Home Service
Advisers to help homemakers with electrical problems. A call to our nearest local
office will bring one to your home.
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Poultry Leaders

|i:he chick brooding season is
I full swing. The time will soon
L here when chickens can be
Irned out. Along with this will
L ne coccidiosis and worm iriktations. These can be costly
(d troublesome. Let's keep the
•ouble as little as possible by
Cng the sunporch, deep litter
| the brooder Jjouse, and keepL the brooder house dry.
[if you don't have a sunporch,
L i e is still time to build one
| l u t get a lot of good from it
|t this spring. When you build
Lunporch, make it big; at least
Ifeet by 10 feet for the regular
I x 12 brooder house.
• Summer management of pulp s can be made easier by using
l e range shelter, big summer
leders and the automatic water
Errel. I can furnish you with
Bans for these. Why not try it
•is year? You can make better
Re of pasture, keep the old
Kd young stock separated, and
Kve time, because you don't
Rve to clean the range shelter
I the summer, if it is properly
bust a word or two about the
Ling flock. Lice and mites will
[come very active as the weathgets warmer. You might be
irprised to find these pests
hen you look for them; many
(nes they are present when
L kon't know it: Nicotine sulfate applied according to the
tections on the bottle is good
l-!ouser. Crank case oil applied
I the places where the mites
le found will usually clear up
tse pests.
Feed is high in price. Don't
b full or using feeders which
Iste it by filling the feeders
|e poorly constructed. Don't
kste it by feeding it to cull
|ns. Keep your flock at a high
ltc of production by culling
kquently.

MR* JENNIE O. GRUBBS.
Thirty-two years of tireless effort has brought Mrs. Jennie C.
Grubbs, of Boyle county, national recognition for distinguished service to agriculture and
homemaking. She was appointed
home demonstration agent in
Boyle county March 1, 1915.
Her first work consisted principally of organizing sewing, gardening, canning and
poultry
clubs among boys and girls. Beginning in six rural communities, Mrs. Grubbs gradually extended her work over the county.
World W^r I called for intensive activities in food production and preservation, including
the use of substitutes for white
flour, sugar, meat, lard and other
foods. Mrs. Grubbs gave numerous demonstrations in making
war breads, liberty cakes, soybean loaf and other substitute
foods. She launched a schoollunch program at Parksville in
1918.
Following the first war, women in all communities in Boyle
county
were
organized
into
home-demonstration club3 to improve the standards of living.
Then came the depression, with
its - relief problems, the drought
years of 1930, 1933, and 1935,
and the great flood of 1937. All
these called for a tremendous
amount of home-demonstration
work.

Scott county farmers have
iced orders for 2,500 pounds
Ky. 31 fescue for fall delivery.
Victor Jordan of Knox county
leeded all of his pastures, sow{ 2,300 pounds of korean lesdeza.
Ancient Egyptians, during the
ys of the building of the Pyra|ds, cultivated the watermelon.
Kellogg's Week

A. KOLTINSKY
GROCERY

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but In the yellowed files of TwlceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
September 6, 1910. Miss Carrie nie May Dorr, Beatrice Miller;
Grace
Akin
spent Saturday Annie a n d
Alma
Downing;
night and Sunday with her'par- Messrs. Broadus Cunningham,
ents, Judge and Mrs. J. T. Akin, Thomas Amoss, Mahlon McGrereturning to her home in Hop- gor, Clyde Jones, Nevil Gatekinsville on the evening accoma- wood, Walter Osborn.
dation.
i—
.
4 September
16,
1916. Chris
\J September 6, 1910. Miss Rob- Stevens and Kelly Cantrell left
bie D. Smith and Miss Cora Thursday for Louisville, by the
Dee Eldred spent last week-end way of Dycusburg, to attend
with Miss Myrtle Nichols at the the State Fair.
home of her parents, Hon. and
Mrs. Eli Nichols, near the city.
September 13, 1910. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Morgan are rejoicSeptember 9, 1910. Last week, ing over the arrival of a fine
Clifton Hollowell, the popular boy at their home yesterday
prescriptionist at Baker's Drug morning. According the natural
Store, attended s german at law inheritance, as Bob is strictHopkinsville
given
by
Miss ly orthodox in his politics, the
Mary Clark.
youngster might be expected to
evolve into a Republican, but
J September 13, 1910. Friday in-as-much as on his mother's
evening at the hospitable home side, she being a daughter of
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Hon. John B. Hewlett, he inherits
E. Downing, on North Jefferson a pure-blue strain of Democrastreet, Miss Alma Downing en- tU blood, we're betting he'll be
tertained in honor of her visit- an Insurgent at any rate.
or, Miss Beatrice Miller, of Covington, Tenn. In the course of
September 23, 1910. Harvey
the evening delightful refresh- Moore and wife returned to their
ments were served.
future home in this city WedThe guests were: Misses Eu- nesday morning after an extendgene Eastland, Mai Tuggle, Da- ed bridal trip to Louisville, Cinvie Blalock, Jimmie Gatewood, cinnati, and other points of inNaomi Young, Letta Davis, An- terest.

World War II found Mrs.
Grubbs again in the lead in organizing the women of Boyle
county in many war activities,
including increased food production, canning, drying and other
ways of building up and preserving food supplies.

U. K. Fetes Teachers

More than 5,000 Kentucky
school teachers attending the annual Kentucky Education Association convention in Louisville
last week found a completelyequipped information headquarters established by the University of Kentucky. The teachers
and administrators checked over
files maintained by the placement bureau, secured information phamplets and prospective
students, and attended a reception-dance given by U. K. Eight
faculty representatives of the
University delivered addresses at
various meetings during the convention.

UK Names Hall

University of Kentucky's newest residence hall for men, under construction for one year
and expected to be completed
in time for occupancy next Fall,
will be named the John B. Bowman Hall. U. K. trustees decided
ton the name in honor of the
man who served as a regent of
old Kentucky University from
1865 to 1878.

an emergency

GARDEN

nature, but a gardener is warned
by the weather ot the approach
By JOHN
S. QARONSR
of this disease. It will be recalled
Kentucky Collage of Agrloultura
that last May and June were
and Home Iconomlcy
rainy, and there were fnany
days when the temperature, dayMore About Tomato
and-night, stayed close to 60
degrees. It was in that period
Blight
Two forms of blight were re- that tomato late blight developsponsible for last year's tomato ed, "inherited" from late-blighttrouble, early blight (a combina- ed potatoes.
tion of three diseases) that
Accordingly, just as soon as
comes every year to knock off any signs of late blight are s«en
leaves and to slow production, on potatoes or tomatoes, spraying
and the late form that strikes should start immediately, reinstantly and destroys both plant perated at 10-day intervals until
and fruit.
at least three sprays are given
For the early form it has al- or until the weather becomes
ways been good routine to start definitely warm and excessive
spraying when the plants are rainfall stops.
set and repeating at least twice,
For this spraying, the mater10 days apart. The spray long ials may be 4-4-50 bordeaux or
recommended
was
bordeaux dithane or fermate. While it is
mixture until Zerlate and the true that bordeaux mixture may
"fixed coppers", yellow oxide of have a leaf-stunting effect on
copper, tri-basic copper and cop- tomatoes, its benefits outweigh
per-A, came along. Any of these the harm it may do. Besides, bormay now be used.
deaux materials may be easier
Late blight spraying must be to find than the others, fermate,

For Negro Youth
Events lor Negro youth, announced by the University of
Kentucky Collage of Agriculture
and Home Economics, include a
rural youth conference at the
Kentucky S t a t e
College at
Frankfort June 16-20, and a 4-H
club camp at the Lincoln Ride
Institute in Shelby county July
28-Aug. 1. There are Negro 4-H
clubs in 40 Kentucky counties.
especially.
Gardeners who cannot watch
the weather may choose this program, starting with the , first
early-blight spray (with the appropriate material) from then on
alternating
with
late-Slight
sprays until six or eight sprayings have been given, 10 days
apart.

The hide of a hippopotamus
is often almost two inches thick.

• We come to the rescue
of torn, worn and even
broken - d o w n
furniture,
with an «t-home service
you'll be delighted with.
Our workers are neat, fast
and clever about working
out your decorating ideas.

Kellogg's Week

QUINN'S
GROCERY

SLIPPERY FLOORS

Hammond
Upholstery Shop
200 S. Jefferson St.

are old-fashionedl

H o w easy it is to win compliments on
the gleaming beauty of your floors
when you use Lin-x Self-PolishingWax.
Just wipe it on. It dries to a hard,
real-wax finish in a matter of minutes.

SELFPOLISHING

is ANTI-SLIP
LAted under reexamination service of Underwritmn' Laboratories, Inc.

auys any 6.00x16 Top-Quality General
Tire In our store. Other sizes proportionately low.
WE'LL BUY and pay top price for your
present tires—original tread or recaps.

LIN-X Cream Polish
M r t s » Bono-Dry

Clsans ee It polishes. Restores rich, natural beauty to One
furniture without tiresome rubbing. Noo-oily.

Only

V T I R E

69*

Pint

fcgj^^^

General Auto Supply Co.

PRODUCTS OF SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

ELDRED H A R D W A R E COMPANY
Phone 321

Phone 400

Princeton, Ky,

RESEARCH

S p r i n g C A R N I V A L of B I G S H O W S !
TODAY & FRIDAY

TUES. & W E D

SUNDAY & MONDAY

SATURDAY

Features at 1:48-4:13 -6:38-9:03

Features at 1:55-4:17 - 6 : 3 9 - 9 : 0 1
Features at

Everybody's
[Whispering
I About /
% Her•

Among
the first
portable
watches were round forms called "Nuremberg eggs."

W€ HAVE IT!

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS.

famous'moderne

MAUREEN O'HARA
WALTER SLEZAK

MODEL 511

g j l N B A D
•
•nk
ANTHONY OUINN
GEORGE TOBIAS

Added!
March

Added!
Emenon

HI'S "HOMK" TO FORDS
FOR 4 RIG REASONS . s a
•
•
•
•

Ford-trained mechanics
Specialized equipment
Factory-approved Methods
Genuine Ford Parts

Radio "Moderne"

Chapter

Model

S l l , One of many sensational new
Emerson sets for every
tOQo-t
purpose and every parse.
—1

Price* atari at $19.95

TOM DRAKE • BEVERLY TYLER
AUDREY TOTTER • HUME CRONYN

Merrle Melody Comie

ADMISSION — THIS ATTRACTION ONLY

likRHTOTC

UNTIL 6:00 P.M.

ambers - Moore
MOTORS

le 100

Princeton,

Ky.

Two

And For Laffs!

plica

fsi !irt Jerries

Time

BRIAN DONLEVY
ROBERT WALKER

COMIC — NEWS
DITNL BO

of

Princeton
Lumber Co
Phone 260

8. Seminary

120 & 340

.

A

AFTER 6:00 P.M.

120 & 400

COMING! T H U R . & FRI. M A Y 1-2

"THE VERDICT

Benny Baker

"Mr. Smith"

Here's Added Enjoyment!
I
ANIMAL COMEDY — "THE POOCH PARADE

Film Novelty
FACING DANGER'

The High

PARAMOUNT NEWS OF THE WORLD

Tension

with the Climax

that

Thriller
Stum!

with SIDNEY GREENSTREET
PETER LORRE-JOAN LORRING

RADTO TAKE IT A W A Y '*

The Laugh Story
Behind Quit Shows

Thursday, April 24, 1947
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Deaths-Funerals

J. E. Childress

J. E. Childress, 76, retired farmer, died early Friday morning at
his home on E. Main street of
a heart ailment. Funeral services were held Sunday afternoon at Morgan's Funeral Home
at 2 o'clock, with the Rev. H.
G. M. Hatler in charge.
Survivors include his widow;
throe sons, Byron, William E.
' and Blanton; and two daughters,
Mrs. Charles Lester and Mrs.
Shell White.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.

Tyvgg
»o rr. .',
ess
I

Robert Dale Lewis

Robert Dale Lewis, 7-monthold son of Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Lewis, died Wednesday, April
16. The child had been in ill
health since birth and had been
in the Children's Hospital, Louisville, three months when death
occurred.
Funeral services were held at
St. Michael's Catholic Church,
Bradford, Ind., with the Rev. C.
Wilberdine in charge. Burial was
in the church cemetery.
Four young cousins served as
pallbearers.
Survivors include his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Lewis, a
sister, Ann Janet, and a brother,
Curtis, Jr.

John F. Akridge

John Frank Akridge, 70, Fredonia, died at the Marion hospital April 22. Funeral services
were held at 2:30 o'clock Wednesday at the Fredonia Baptist
church. Burial was in Fredonia
cemetery. He is survived by Jus
widow and several children.

Mrs. Hugh Hurley

At The Churches

Attend District Meeting
In Owensboro Tuesday

Mrs. Hugh Hurley died Sunday
at Mt. Vernon, Ind. of a heart
attack. She had been in ill health
in recent weeks.
Mrs. Hurley, daughter of J. T.
Akin and Gracie O'Hara Akin,
was formerly of
Princeton.
Burial was held at 1:30 o'clock
Thursday at Baptist Church in
Marion.
Other survivors in addition to
the sister here are her husband,
four sons, Richard, John and
George Hurley of Alhambra,
Calif.; and Willard Hurley, Mt.

Mesdames J. F. Graham, Lem
Beckner, Don Boitnott, B. F.
PariB, H. A. Travis, Alvin Lisanby, L. C. Lisman, Myron Wood,
Jerry Holloway, Percy Piercy,
Hugh Yates, Raymond Phelps,
F. F. Taylor, W. O. Newsom,
Willie Wyatt, Vere Drennan,
Jimmy Mitchell, Guy T. Shoulders, L. B. Sims, Ray Martin,
Jim Neale and Misses Dorothy
Ferguson and Wllma Vandiver
attended the district Homemakers
meeting in Owensboro, Tuesday.

Group.
'—,
c
Tues. 7:30 p.m. Special Official Board meeting.
Tues. 7:30 p.m. Young Women's Choir practice.
Wed. 7:30 p.m. Mid-week service. Sermon by the pastor.
Fri. 3:00 p.m. Children's Chorus practice.

Princeton Sailor Joins
Byrd's Penquin Order
Seldon S. Tlncher, fireman,
second class, USN, son of James
Tincher, Princeton, who is serving aboard the aircraft carrier
USS Philippine Sea, has been
made a charter member in the
Order of the Penguin, created
by Rear Admiral Richard E.
Byrd especially for the 4,000
men of Task Force 68, who
crossed the Antartic Circle while
participating in "Operation Highjump."

Bread Prices Remain
Same In Princeton
Although the price of bread
fell three cents in Paducah Monday, it remained the same here,
local grocers and bakeries said.
One local grocer reported his
bread had not increased in price
for many months and did not
believe the price would come
down here anytime soon.
The price of bread was reduced from 15 cents to 12 cents
in Paducah Monday, and included whole wheat, cracked wheat,
rye, as well as biscuits and
buns.
Miss Dorothy Ann Davis left
Wednesday for Atlanta, Ga.,
where she is the guest of -Col.
and Mrs. R. L. Putman.
Vernon; a sister, Mrs. Ed Melton, Hopkinsville; two half sisters, Mrs. David Hughes ancTMrs.
John Steger, Newport; a brother,
John Akin, Nashville.
Mrs. Claude Akin is a sisterin-law of the deceased and she
was a cousin of Mrs. Tom Cash,
Jr. and Mrs. George Harralson.
She is also survived by a host
of other relatives in the county.

g*U!
130-acre farm, ZVi mi. N.E. of Fredonia. One
3-room dwelling, one stock barn, 3 springs, 2
wells and good-sized Burley base.
$3,000
Also 4-room and bath dwelling on S. Darby St.
$1,850

C. A. W O O D A L L
Insurance and Real Estate
W . M A I N ST.

m

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
J, Lester McGee, Minister
Church School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50. Sermon by the pastor: "Jesus Never
Begs You not to Quit Him".
Special music by The Young
Women's Choir.
Youth Fellowship 6:30 p.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
Sermon by the Pastor: "Beginning to Sink".
Mon. 7:30 p.m. Girls Interest

P H O N E 54

OVERTURNED IC CAR—Only one car on the wrecked Illinois Central City of Miami train
overturned when it was derailed near Champaign, 111. (April 19) Three persons were believed
killed and about 20 injured. (AP Wirephoto)

Pettit Kevil Tells Of
Texas City Disaster

(Continued from page one)
and found the maid in the corner behind a big chair praying.
I looked around and saw the
furniture turned upside-down,
V e n e t i a n blinds torn from the
windows, and window glass all
over the floors. I started calling
for Bennie and Mrs. Orth and
couldn't, locate them anywhere
—I ran through the house,
through the back yard, into the
alley, the store-house, the garage and still couldn't find them.
I was just about frantic at
that time, so I ran back into
the house and found them. They
had been deafened by the blast
and didn't near me calling. Fortunately I had my car windows
down, so I wasn't affected at all.
At that time we learned the
explosion was a ship at the
docks and when it exploded it
automatically set off the rubber plant, causing the second explosion which was exactly like
the pictures of the Atomic bomb
they showed in Life magazine.
Those two explosions then set
off an oil tank about a halfmile away, so by that time
everything in that part of town
looked as if it were burning up.
Bennie then started for the
hospital, for he knew that was
where he was needed. Our maid
decided she wanted to go home
and see about her family and
asked me to take her. I didn't
want to take her, for it was
within a half-mile of where all
the fire was and I didn't know
but what there would be a repeat on the explosion for there
were two more ships docked
down there.
Anyway we started out from
here and on our way we met
streams of people fleeing that
part of town, the majority bleeding from head to foot, screaming, crying, and praying as they
ran down the streets.
We had to pass the school and
hundreds of kids were cut from
glass, they were running from
the building calling for their
mothers and the mothers were
outside calling for their children.
The hundreds of people coming from that part of town were
covered with oil from the ship

C O M I N G

Wonder City Shows
IF

IS!

"THE ACME OF ALL OUTDOOR ATTRACTIONS"

8-BIG DAYS-8
LOCATION —

OLD BALL PARK

S T A R T I N G

SATURDAY, APRIL 26th
T H R O U G H

SATURDAY, M A Y 3rd
THE BEST LIGHTED MIDWAY
—

O N E MILE L O N G

—

8 - B I G MAJOR R I D E S - 8
2 - L I T T L E KIDDIE R I D E S - 2
6 - BIG ENTERTAINING SHOWS - 6
35 - BIG ENJOYABLE FUN BOOTHS - 35
FUN — FROLIC — FRIVOLITY
FOR OLD AND Y O U N G

K,

BRING GRAND-PA, GRAND-MA UNCLE, AUNT, FATHER, MOTHER, SISTER, AND ALL THE NEIGHBORS' KIDS AND ENJOY A
WEEK O F THE BEST VARIETY OF ENTERTAINMENT EVER HAD
IN PRINCETON.

SHOW STARTS - 7 P.M. .
.

R E M E M B E R
THE TIME —

THE PLACE —

m

zt

THE S H O W

as well as blood and some with
their clothes practically torn
from their bodies. They were
just wild and heading for this
part of town and the highway
—some ran for miles before they
stopped.
The negro maid found that her
family was not injured in any
way so I brought her back to
town for her to walk the streets
to find them.
I then drove
around to check up on different
people I knew and found that
not one house in T. C. escaped
damage. For about ten blocks
this way houses are caved in
from the sides as well as the
tops—just the walls of some
still standing. Some beyond repair, some with minor repairs
to be made, but there isn't a
house nor a business building
that wasn't affected and more
than three-fourths of the people left town.
I
About 10:30 I went to town
to see about Bennie's office. The
door was blown in and about a
fourth of the glass bricks that
made the front window. I picked up the money in the desk,
took what valuables we had into
the back room and came home.
Next to Bennie's office is one
of the clinics and I saw them
bringing people in by the score
in
pick-up trucks,
transfer
trucks, and just any type conveyance that could he used.
Some in baskets already dead,
others with legs off, arms off,
holes in their bodies, in their
heads, etc. People up and down
the alley by the clinic bleeding
trying to be next for treatment.
They had all the people they
needed for help at the clinics
so I came home and started
cleaning our house. I finished
our house about 1:30, then went
to three other places to help
them clean and get coverings
for their windows. I finally
stopped around 7:30 at one place
and came home when they called and told me to come home
for word was out that another
explosion was expected and for
people to evacuate the town.
I thought it best for Bennie
not to leave for he might be
needed so we decided to stay
here. Mrs. Orth and her family
left for Houston. I knew I
couldn't go to sleep so Bennie
finally took his clothes off about
12 and got in bed to look over
the papers we had bought. I was
sitting in front of the fire and
around 1 o'clock there was an
explosion that shook us again;
then a second which meant two
more ships had gone up. We
were really frightened for we
were in darkness and the temporary things we had put up at
the twenty odd windows that
were out came right out in the
middle of the floor.
At that time I sincerely wished we had gone to Houston, but
we managed to find our candles
and get some light. We dressed
and went outside to see what
things looked like and again
there was that resemblance of
an Atomic bomb. Of course Ben-

nie had to go to the hospital
again so I dressed and went with
him for I didnt want to stay
here alone.
At that time we were there
only two hours for there weren't
so many people injured that
time—however, I did see them
bring them in without feet, some
filled with glass, broken legs,
etc. One of the Doctors asked
me to drive a man to Galveston
to the hospital which frightened Bennie half to death for I
would be going very near the
dangerous area on the way over
and back. I watked home, got
my car and found that I didn't
have enough gasoline to even
get out of town if we had to
leave and there wasn't a filling
station open. Fortunately they
got someone to take him before
I got back. We came home and
got to bed at 4 and slept until 8.
All yesterday we watched the
fires burn and wondering what
was going to happen next. During the afternoon I went to the
school auditorium that was being used for the bodies to see
if I could identify anyone—I
couldn't. There were bodies there
with heads missing, arms tniss
ing, some with just shoulders
and head, others with just legs.
Some had holes in their heads
and their heads wide open, some
just wrapped in a blanket with
just bits of them left—men, women, and young people.
A great number were down
there watching the fire burn
Which accounts for a great number of deaths. Some are like
cinders—you just cstn't imagine
what everything is like. I went
to the morgue again today and
now they are bringing in bodies
that are just wrapped as a package for there are Only pieces
of them left. They believe there
are several hundred more they
haven't reached as yet.
Huge pieces of metal went for
miles, making large holes in
the ground where they landed.
One piece came through the roof
of the garage at our old house—
the place used for putting your
car when you all were out here.
Very few of the people I
worked with are alive. Everyone is going around in a daze
and everyone jumps at the
slightest noise—that is the reason I haven't tried to type you
a letter.
There is a lot I haven't told
for it was just too much but
will finish the disaster sometime when I am there and can
tell you.
I just think Bennie and I were
very
lucky
for not even a
scratch did we get. What I have
written will give you some idea
of what has happened here.* The
rubber plant officials frotn St.
Louis say they will build back
so maybe there is hopes of T. C.
coming back to where it was
before this happened and I am
most sure we will remain here.
Will write again soon.
Lots of Love,
Pet
Everybody reads The Leader!

FIRST CHRISTIAN
Tom W. Collins, Pastor.
Sunday evening service has
been changed from 7 to 7:30
o'clock. The Church school and
morning worship service remain
at 9:45 and 11 a.m.
The adult choir will continue
to meet Wednesday evening at
7, under direction of K. V. Bryant.
A sincere welcome to those
who visit us. Bring your friends
and share the fellowship of
Christian worship.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
David W. Schulherr, minister
Sunday, April 27, 1947
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
10:45 a.m., Morning Worship,
"I Go a Fishing."
5:30 p.m., Wesminster Fellowship, Supper and Program. '
7:30 p.m., Evening Worship.
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
H. G. M. Hatler. Pastor
9:45 a.m. Sunday School
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union
7:30 Evening Warship
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
Old Madisonville Road, Rev.
B. E. Glasgow, pastor.
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
p.m.
Evangelistic Service 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday evening
prayer
service 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, Evangelistic service
7:00 p.m.
Everybody welcome.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Parsley
and son will move Monday to
Muskogee, Okla., where he is
connected with the International
Shoe Co.
Kellogg's Week

ALLBhAN

At
WOODRUFF'S
GROCERY

Local Jaycees At r
Charter Banquet

An

Hopkinsville's Revitalized
Chapter Presented
With G a v e l

J. H. Presler, Howard York,
Joe Wilcox, William F. Adams,
Glenn Bright, Neville Stone and
Cleland Carr, of the Princeton
Jaycees, attended the chapter
presentation banquet of the Hopkinsville Junior Chamber of
Commerce Monday night.
The -meeting was presided
over by Noble Hall, Jr., president of the Hopkinsville Jaycees.
J. H. Presler presented an official Junior Chamber of Commerce chairman's gavel to the
club.
Paul Abell, Paducah, State
Jaycee president, delivered thtf
principal speech, and presented

Appreciation

Wt wish to express our deep I
appreciation to our neighbor! I
and friends for the kind conaid.I
eratioh during our recent b«.
reavement in the loss 0f 0ur|
husband and father, J. E. Chil.l
dress.
To each of you, who rendered I
an act of kindness, we prty
God's richest blessing upon you.]
Mis. J. E. Childress and
children
Sergeant Lieber Shows
Films At Kuttawa, Cadiz ,
Sergeant B. E. Lieber showed!
Army films at the Kuttawa High!
School Monday morning and at]
Cadiz in tTie American Legion!
hall Monday night.

Spring Special!
All Cast Iron Range
White Enamel Finish
The Famous Buckeye

Linoleum
/

By the Yard in 6 - 9 - 1 2 ft. widths.
A L S O IN 9 x 1 2

FREE!

98

I matcbini

With the purchase of one of these ranges
We will give absolutely FREE —

t employe

MARBELIZED LINOLEUM TILE

j . Hughes is

—

j , couple is at

By Room or by Block.

h b i s street.

Sears Order Office
W. Ct. Square

Phone 790

For Sale
Two story, 10-room frame building known as
the M. P. Molloy property on Main street in
Eddyville.

Ideal location.

and Business Section.

Near Church, School

Priced to sell.

Contact

Tom Hanberry or call 3772, Eddyville. Size of
lot is lOOx 162 feet.

Please use jour Telephone
for
Emergency Calls only

W e regret tKat tKere Is a telepKone strike. TKe
management of this company tried hard to avoid

of emergencies. This applies both to LOCAL and
LONG DISTANCE calls. W e are doing our best

.trying time,.
—

HopkinsvilleHi Leading Home Furnishers^

SOUTHERN BELL TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
INCORPORATED

*n]

I Crider R e c a p p i

Dinner Set.

Incorporated

in

I Cunninfhan1-

1 32-piece

Jordan Furniture Co.

accfl

II cortsge of r^

appreciate your help and cooperation during this

FREE!

iiw
ifliihtApril II
[EG. M Hatl«J
. »be double
_J Catlett
j bride wore

1 2 x 1 2 RUGS
1 2 x 1 5 RUGS
•
•

to handle all emergency calls and we greatly

50

,.R»dd

IWyu — - ie 5, and Mr. Tha
snd v

Meanwhile, please use your telephone only In case

Coal or Wood Ranges

Boy
The

the charter.
«
Frank Delker, Jr., State vice-l
president, Henderson and Judge!
J. O. Hardin, first president 0fl
the Hopkinsville Jaycees, also]
were present.

it, and we hope it will soon be settled.

At Jordan's"

Dot

1aJ<umh!l
Dorothy

Paae

Ann Davis

Phone

vice in the Navy, and Mrs. Ladd
liar. Rovv/anc/
will reside at 2917 National, De[ ' and Mrs. H. G. M. Hat- troit
laanounce the engagement of
l r daughter, Dorothy Enid to
Dinner
|Harold Kowland, son ot Mr. Birthday
A surprise birthday dinner was
J Mrs. Roy Rowland, of
Iceton. The wedding will bo given for Mrs. H. E. Tosh, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
leiMoore, Grove Center, Sunday
April 20. Present were Mrs. H.
lean • Redd
E. Tosh, Mr. and Mrs. Lexie
-nouncement is made of the Toeh and children, Blondell, Del,nag0 of Mis. Virginia Mc- mer, Naomi and Paul, of Crider,
Rodman Mr. and Mrs. James Tabor and
n and Mr. James
ld which took place at the son, Donnie of Fredonia, Mr.
Baptist Church today and Mrs. Ezra Tosh and chillursday), April 24, in the pres- dren, Joe, Anna Lee, Jackie and
Ronnie of Dycusburg; Mr. and
c of the immediate families.
, couple will be at home at Mrs. Ronald Harper and son,
5 S. Virginia street, Hop- Carlton Lee of Princeton, Miss
Hazel Fuller, Miss Dorothy Brajville.
sher, Miss Bonnie Jean King, of
Fredonia, Miss Joan Cruce, of
Dowell-Hughes
Frances, Mr. Charles Querterhe wedding of Miss Dorothy mous, Fredonia, Mr. Kenneth
Dowell, daughter of Mr. and Moore, Miss Gladys Ruth Moore,
Raymond
j Floyd McDowell, Marion, and Mr. and Mrs.
,te 5, and Mr. Thomas Hughes, Moore. The honoree received
Mr. and Mrs.
T. A. numerous gifts.
0f
khes, Fredonia, took place at
| First Baptist Church SaturWomen Of
night, April 19, with the Associated
H. G. M. Hatler officiating, Farm Bureau To Meet
L the double ring ceremony,
A State-wide conference of the
lendants were Mr. and Mrs. Associated Women of the Kenrinald Catlett.
tucky Farm Bureau Federation
he bride wore a blue dress is scheduled to be held May 8

I

and 9 in Louisville, J. E. Stanh matching accessories, and ford, Louisville, federation exej a corsage of red roses. She cutive secretary, said this week.
in employe in the office of
Purpose of the conference is to
design and put into action a program for the Associated Women's
rk Cunningham.
department, to be coordinated
lr. Hughes is an employe ot with that of other state farm buCrider Recapping Co.
reaus and the national organizathe
couple- Ladd
is at home at 1010
jrdrick
tion.
1
jfr.Main
and street.
Mrs. Clyde Hardrick,
Mrs. Ray B. Martin is Caldjtroit, Mich., announce the well county's associated member.
triage of their daughter, MarHe Pearl, to Mr. Tilford E.
Officers,
Id, coxswain, U.S.N., son of PTA Will Elect
and Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Sand- See Movie Films Friday
1 Road.
The Parent-Teachers Associa[he ceremony was performed tion will meet Friday afternoon
the Second Baptist Church, beginning at 1 o'clock, at Eastpkinsviile, April 19, by the side School, Mrs. Willie Larkin,
or, the Rev. J. H. Maddox. president, announces. Two eduthe bride wore a two-piece cation films and a full length
h blue dress,
trimmed in feature will be shown on the
lite, with white accessories, new projector and the organizabridegroom was in uniform. tion will hold its annual eleche bride and bridesmaids tion of officers.
e pink rosebud corsages,
ttendants were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Smith
[ward Pickering.
spent last Tuesday in Memphis,
Mr. Ladd will return to ser- Tenn.,

I

I

[
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The Leader
Congratulates

Baptist

Association

The Missionary Society of the
Fredonia Baptist Church entertained the quarterly meeting of
the Caldwell County Association,
Wednesday, April 16.
West regional vice-president,
Mrs. W. L. Trabue, Hopkinsville,
was guest speaker. Rev. E. E.
Spickard, Lewisburg,
who is
holding a stewardship revival in
Kuttawa, and the Rev. J. R.
Robertson, Fredonia, were guests
at the luncheon,
which
was
served by the Fredonia society.
There
were
representatives
from Baptist churches in Princeton, Kuttawa, Eddyville, Cedar
Bluff, Lebanon and Fredonia.
The Second Baptist Church, of
Princeton, will entertain the
group at the next
quarterly
meeting, July 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Goodaker and son, Rolland,
spent
last weekend in Louisville with
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. T. B.
McConnell. while Mr. Goodaker
attended K.E.A.

ZIG Z A G G E R
A scattering of gay
embroidered flowers, a
dainty strip of lace enhance
your Carole King Original
of white Carole Lyn rayon.
Junior sizes 9 to 15.

J

12 9 5

PjMdjCHtaU

Mrs. R. H. Wright, Louisville,
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald DavU, spent la*', weekend with her
Fredonia, on the birth of a aon, >a rents, Mr and Mrs. W. D.
John Edwin, April 17,
Prince- D;awson, Green street.
*
*
*
*
ton/Hospital.
Mrs.' Ida Nelson, Minneapolis,
Minn., arrived Saturday for a
visit to her son, Ralph Nelson,
N. •Jefferson
street.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Black- and family, •
•
burn, Fredonia, on the birth of
C. M. Wood III, of Providence,
a daughter, Janet Ray, April 17,
is visiting his grandparents, Mr.
at Princeton • Hospital.
• •
and Mrs. C. M. Wood, HopkinsMr. and Mrs. Henry Adams, ville street.
,
• * •
Mayfleld, on the birth of a son,
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Childress,
Henry, Jr., April 21, at MayRutland, Vt., is viaiting his mothfield Hospital. Mrs. Adams is the er, Mrs. W. W. Childress, Eagle
former
Mary
Nell
Farmer, street.
*
»
•
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Euen
Mr. W. R. Duke returned SatFarmer, Franklin
street.
• • •
urday to his home in Denver,
Colo., af^r being called here
Mr. and Mrs. Cladie Woodie on account of the illness and
Francis Cox,
Varmint Trace death of his brother-in-law, DiRoad, on the birth of a son, que Satterfield. Mrs. Duke will
remain for a longer visit with
Woodie Francis,
15.
» » April
*
Mrs. Satterfield.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Lacey Keel, Star
Mrs.
Stegar
Dollar and daughRoute 6, on the birth of a aon,
ter, Mrs. James Thompson, BowlLarry Dale, April 19.
ing Green, were guests of Mr.
•
•
•
and Mrs. Dlque Eldred and Mr.
Rev. and Mrs. Tom W. Collins, and Mrs. W. H. McElroy last
N. Jefferson street, on the birth Thursday.
•
•
•
of a daughter, at Shelbyville,
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Pepper,
April 20.
Mrs. Charles Wadlington
and
Miss Wanda Wadlington spent
last Thursday in Evansville.

/

** *

Anniversary

HELD—Detective Lieut. Peter
A. Connors, said Mrs. Dorothy
Smith, 18, above, Jeannette,
Pa., was being held for questioning following the discovery
of her infant daughter's body
in a culvert two days ago.
Connors said the child was
strangled. (AP Wirephoto)

,

Wedding

Friday, April 11, the 50th
wedding anniversary of Mr. and
Mrs. James W. Young, of the
Beulah Hill community,
was
celebrated vby
relatives
and
friends at their home on Sunday April 13.
Basket dinner was served at
the noon hour, and in the afternoon short preaching services
were held by their pastor, the
Rev. L. L. Terrell of Eddyville.
Mr. and Mrs. Young are the
parents of 9 children, all of
whom are living;
twenty-one
grand children, all living except
two; also two great grand children.
Many beautiful and useful
gifts were received by the honorees.
Present wer^e Mr. and Mrs.
James W. Young; Mr. and Mrs.
James A. Darnell and son, Donald, of Nevada, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Young and son, Douglas; Mr. and Mrs. Eldon Young
and son, Boitnott; Mr. Carlisle
Young and children, Leon, Leroy
and Betty Jean; Mrs. Clifton
Stembridge and children, Gladys,
Helen, Jonell and Buddy.
Mr. and Mrs. Basil Pugh and
son, Philip; Mr. and Mrs. Everette Young and children, Kenneth Woodrow
and
Richard;
Mrs. Louard Stallins and son,
Larry.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Grant
and children, Gerald and Linda
Faye; Mr. and Mrs. Shell Hunsaker; Mrs. Pearl Thomas, Mrs.
Lera Gallaher
and daughter,
Agnes; Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Cavanaugh and daughter, Patricia;
Mr. and Mrs. John Laws and
children, Johnie
Carrol
and
Ethel; Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Pugh
and daughter, Pauline; Mrs. G.
H.
Marshall
and
daughters,
Peachie and Sally; Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Divine; Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Ashby and children, Carolyn, Larry and Raymond; Mrs.
Alice Thomas,
Mr. Woodrow
Thomas, Mr. Hoyt Thomas, Mrs.
Opha Dearing,
Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Ashby and daughters,
Kay, Cynthia and Judy; Mr. and
Mrs. O. B. Davenport and son,
Deward Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Hudgeon; Mrs. Maud Holloman, Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas
Sharp and
children Weldon and Sue; Mrs.
James Tincher and children, Suel
and Delpha; Rev. H. W. Dockery and Rev. L. L. Terrell, Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Blalock and children, Dorothy and Joe; Mr. and
Mrs. Topi Galloway, Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Laws, Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Darnell, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Daily and daughter, Jane.
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Oliver,
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Robinson
and children, Daisy and Jeannie;
Mrs. Gertrude Darnell, Mrs. Ira
Darnell and sons, Johnie and Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Cylman Ward and
children, Norman and Douglas;
Mrs. Jennie Ward,
Mr. S. P.
Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred

•

•

Literary Guidepost
Reviews New Books
Nearly every week The
Leader publishes, on its editorial pa£e, reviews of the
newest books by W. G. Rogers, who does this chore entertainingly for £he Aaaoclated Press. The feature has
won approval of some readers of this newspaper and,
if you are a booklover, its
regular perusal will point
the way to better reading.
The Editor

J
ville, visited Mr. and Mrs. David
Stallings and family last weekend. George Stallings recently
returned from Germany
and
will receive his army discharge
early in May.
•

•

•

•

»

•

•

•

»

•

Cadet Oscar Cantrell, student
at Castle Heights Military Academy, Lebanon, Tenn., spent last
weekend with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Rudy Cantrell, Eddyville Road.
•

•

•

Edward Carter, student at
MSTC, Murray, spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Carter, W. Market
street.
•

•

•

Mr. -find Mrs. Jimmy Williams
and little son, Jimmy Lewis,
spent last weekend with relatives in Illinois.
•

•

•

Mr. and Mrs. George D. Stallings and Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Stallings and family, of LouisBarnes, Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Creasy, Misses Pauline Thomas, Ruth
Blalock and Sarah Hobby, Dickie Pettit, James R. Thompson,
Ovid Thomas and Edd rtolloman.

•

•

•

Princeton Cream
& Butter Co.
This brings the price of
sweet milk, both regular and
homogenized down to 16c a
quart, Special milk 19c, buttermilk 10c a quart, Whipping
cream 30c half pint.

MINT JULEP

clothes, select your summer styles

to

"beat

the

heat"!

moderately priced!

no other pan to equal SHEAFFER'S
"TRIUMPH". You'll be convinced once
you touch the bigger, 14-K Jjtkm.*
POINT to papor. Give tho gift you'd like
to k e o p - a SHEAFFER'S "TRIUMPH'*

- r ; **>

All

•

•

CUPS

$15.00 each

(Including Tax)

Traditional Kentucky Pattern
Used For Regular Table Tumblers, Too

GORDON CAYCE
Silver - China - Crystal - Jewelry
HOPKINSVILLE

THANKS
W e have sold our restaurant on W .
Market Street, and we wish to thank each
of our customers for their patronage during
the past year.

* *

It has been a pleasure to

serve you, and we hope you will continue
to visit the new owner, Mr. H. C. Russell,
who will continue operation April 28.
THANK Y O U ,

Betty & Reg Catlett

jpsi

Suwuttesi

ion Tightness and easily-cared-for

• ,

Mrs. K. L. Barnes and children, Puggy and Ken, returned
home Sunday from Pewee Valley, where they visited her moth'
er, Mrs. Walter Brlgga, since
Wednesday.
•

•

A reduction of one cent a
quart on milk, effective May
1, was announced today by
B. T. Daum, of

N E W ( - ^ U n i ^ r U L (finAclA

Winstead Jewelers

•

•

*

Sweet Milk Price
Cut Here May 1

For eotier, smoother writing, thoro't

"Your credit is good . . ,
Use it!"
—
*

•

•

Sterling Silver

Selected

want

SHEAFFERLS

•

Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall.
Jr., Murray, spent last weekend
with their parents. Mr. and Mr».
Leo Walker, Hop'kincville Road,
and Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall,
S. Jefferson atreet.

James H. Butler, aon of Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cook, Saland Mrs. A. G. Butler, W. Main
street, has been promoted to em, spent last Thursday with
corporal (T-5). He ii his aunt, Mrs. L. A. Walker, and
stationed in Korea in the Army family.

•

Mrs. R. H. Upton, Jr., Canton,
spent Tuejday with her mother,
Mrs. Ethel Smiley, Hopkinsville
street.

•

Mr. and Mri. Billy Gianninl
and son,
Billy, Jr., returned
Tuesday from Louisville, where
they have been viaiting her sister, Mrs. Raymond Shultz, and
Mr. Shultz.

Mrs. R. Roy Towery left WedMiss Sarah Delia Cunningham, nesday for New Orleans, La.,
student at MSTC, Murray, spent where she will visit Miss Heloise
last weekend with her father, Hebert.
Mark Cunningham and brother,
•
*
•
"Mickey".
Mrs. R. Roy Towery spent
• • •
last weekend with her daughMrs. Tom W. Collins and son, ter, Mrs. Raymond Shultz, and
David, are in Shelbyville for an Mr. Shultz in Louisville.
extended visit to her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Smith.

ing, we've the very wardrobe you

Princeton's Finest Department Store"

*

Mrs. Saul Pogrotsky spent last
weekend in Lexington with her
son, Marvin, who is attending
the University of Kentucky.

now. Whatever your mode of liv-

"TRIUMPH"(find

•

•

Mrs. J. G. Burgess returned
last weekend from Water Valley,
Miss., where she visited her
daughter, Mrs. Jack Bankston,
and family.

t

NEW

•

Mrs. F. B. Moody and children, of Salem, were visitors
here Friday.

Because you want comfort, fash-

IDEAL GIFT

•

Mr. and Mr«. Frank Pasteur
and sons. Paducah, spent Sunday with his parent*, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Pasteur, Hopkinsville
street.

y<nc cou/efo

't

I

•

Thursday, April 24
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Music Festival
Begins At U.K.

Homemakers Schedule

6 " Prime Lump C o a

The initial three-day period of
the 23rd annual Kentucky High
School Music Festival began on
the University of
Kentucky
campus in Lexington Thursday
(April 24) with the vanguard of
approximately 5,000 pupils taking part in vocal events, piano
and the All-Kentucky Chorus.
Sponsored by the University extension department, the two
parts of the festival are expected to draw students from more
Bethany
than 125 schools in virtually evBethany Homemakers club met ery county of the state.
at the home of Mrs. Clarence
given by Mrs. Clay Scott and
Nichols, April 18.
Program planning for 1947 was the major lesson, Floor Treatthe main topic of discussion dur- ments, was demonstrated by Mr3.
Howard Pickering. Mrs. Roger
ing the business meeting.
"Buying woolen rugs and re- Pickering gave the devotional,
surfacing linoleums" was the and Mrs. George Markoff read
subject of the major lesson. Mrs. the thought for the month and
Clarence Nichols gave the de- conducted the recreation.
votional and landscaping notes.
Those present were: Mrs. Clay
Mrs. Champ Oats read the Scott, Mrs. T. A. Ladd, Mrs.
thought for the month.
Cobb Scott, Mrs. Glen Owens,
Mrs. Leo Coleman was in Mrs. Toift Phelps, Mrs. Herschel
charge of the recreation, consist- Mrs. Rogers Pickering, Miss Wilma Vandiver, Mrs. George Marking of games and 6ongs.
Present were: Mr3. Leo Cole- Phelps, Mrs. Tillie Pickering,
man, Mrs. Champ Oats, Mrs. off, Mrs. Howard Pickering and
Dewey Jenkins, Mrs. Marvin Mrs.- Virgil Phelps.
Sigler, Mrs. Elmer Jenkins, Mrs.
Friendship
Kenneth Angel, and Miss Wilma
Friendship Homemakers met
Vandiver, home agent.
with Mrs. Wilburn Crowe April
Lebanon
17, with eleven members present.
The Lebanon Homemakers met The meeting was opened by the
with Mrs. Virgil Phelps, Mon- president, Mrs. Clint Adams. Old
and new business was discussed.
day afternoon, April 14.
The major project wa3 "refinThe meeting wa3 called to order by Mrs. Glen Owens with ishing old lenoleums"—given by
11 members and 1 visitor pres- the leaders, Mrs. Wilburn Crowe
ent. The landscaping report was and Mrs. F. F. Taylor. "LandApril 24, 1:30 P. M., Eddy
Creek, Mrs. S. J. Satterfleld,
luxsttss. April 25, 2:00 P. M .
Hopkinsville Road, Mrs. Earl
Adams, hostess. April 28, 1:00
P. M.,"4 Quinn, Mrs. Raymond
Lowry, hostess. April 29, 2:00
P. M., Cobb, Mrs. H. P. White,
hostess. April 30, 1:45 P. M„
Lakewood, Mrs Cook Oliver,
hostess.

NOW AVAILABLE
FOR LIMITED TIME

Poplar Ridge
Incorporated

Telephone 51
BLASTED FROM SEA—A towering column of smoke rises from
the explosion-shattered remains of the former German island
base of Helgoland in the North Sea' (April 18) as the British
blow irt up .with a huge store, of high explosives. This, B&rview
was taken by AP Photographer Henry Burroughs from a plane
miles away, 1,000 feet in the air. (AP Wirephoto via radio from
Frankfurt)
scaping was given by Mrs. Orland Ne\&6t)m.. An enjoyable recreation program was led by Mrs.
Shellie White, Jr.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess, assisted by Mrs. F.
F. Taylor. The club will meet
May 15 with Mrs. Charles Skees
at 1:30 o'clock.
Miss Wilma Vandiver, Sue
White, Sandra White and Jerry
Cook were visitors.

Otter Pond
"Resurfacing w o r n printed
linoleum" was the sugject of the
lesson of the Otter Pond Homemakers, given by the program
leaders, Mrs. Collins Ladd and
Mrs. Homer Mitchell, at the
home of Mrs. Albert Hartigan
April. 5.
The devotional,
the
tenth
chapter of Luke, was given by
Mrs. Homer Mitchell.
P r e s e n t w e r e Mesdames
Claude McConnell, Homer Mitchell, Lawrence Sims, Jr., Jimmie
Mitchell,
Collins
Ladd, Ray
Martin, Ferd Wadlington, L. B.
Sims,
Eugen
Parker,
Guy
Shoulders, George Martin, Jr.,
Jim Neal,
Albert
Hartigan;
Misses Robbie Sims and Dorothy
Ferguson.
Visitors
were
Mrs.
Edgar
Oliver,
Hoy
Sisk,
Pepper
Jones and Misses Kaye Sims,
Janice Martin, Linda Crawford,
Kay Jones and Wilma Vandiver.

Select the Right Pattern

For your room. W e are

ber to be sent to Homemakers
paper. The lesson on selection
and buying of wool rugs and
the refinishing of linoleums was
given by Mrs. McElroy and Miss
Vandiver in a very interesting
manner. In the absence of our
recreation leader, Miss Vandiver
conducted the social hour which
consisted of a flower quiz, singing proverbs and songs. Mrs.
Coleman distributed literature
concerning cancer.
Mrs. McElroy and Mrs. Williams served refreshments to the
following members and visitors:
Mrs. Raymond Phelps, Mrs. Leslie Bright, Miss Vandiver, Mrs.
Chas.
Rowland,
Miss
Grace
Adamson, Mrs. Mary Cobft, Mrs.
Porter Spickard, Mrs. Emily Myers, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, Mrs.
Mary Hewlett, Mrs. Cleveland
Hays, Mrs. Hugh Yates, Mrs.
Charles
Baker, Mrs.
Wilson
Glenn,
Mrs.
Harlan
Ennis,
Mrs. Ruble Akridge, Mrs. Ralph
Griffin, Mrs. Clifton Clift, Mrs.
Virgil
Coleman,
Mrs.
Clyde
Jones, Mrs. Dolph Williamson,
Mrs. Frank Wilson, Mrs. Arlie
Vinson and Mrs. Chas. Wilson.
Kellogg's Week

SWEENEY'S
GROCERY

Crider

here to serve $nd satis-

The Crider Homemakers met
Wednesday, April 16, with twenty-one members and five visitors present at the home of Mrs.
A. D. McElroy and Mrs. Bob
Williams. Mrs. Clift called the
meeting to order. The thought
for the day, "The most beautiful thing I have seen today",
brought out many things we see
every day that are beautiful. Mrs.
Yates brought a report of the
advisory council, and asked for
lamps, that had been wired for
electricity, to put on display in
store windows in May.
Mrs. Coleman asked for a few
words on "What the club has
| done for me" from each mem-

f y you.

Our paper is good. Our prices
We trim every roll to suit you.

Furniture - Wallpaper
PRINCETON, KY

Kellogg's Week
Eastman Foley of Russell county harvested 600 bushels of corn
on six acres last year, or more
than 15 acres yielded five years
ago.
Producers of certified Ky. 31
fescue grass seed in Simpson
county have agreed to market
it cooperatively this year.
Twenty-five p o l i s h e r s for
floors have been made by homemakers in Nicholas county, following
instructions given in
homemakers clubs.
Three out of every five farmers in Owsley county will plant
certified hybrid seed corn this
year.
Ninety percent of the cane
planted in Estill county this
year will be the Williams variety.
Nathan Cline of Martin county
who is keeping records on his
flock of 1,200 chicks plan to
house 450 layers in the fall.
The use of 100 pounds of ammonium nitrate an acre as a
side dressing on corn on the
farm of D. H. Roark, Simpson
county, increased the yield from
40 to 60 bushels an acre.
Nine different varieties of tobacco will be grown in demonstration tests on the farm of
Charlie Ramsey
in
Garrard
county.

^ ^
.
%jniy

3

A r

WALL'PAINT

Made with OIL
V

A real paint—not mixed with water.

V

Popular pastel colors that can be washed.

^

O n e coat covers plaster, w a l l p a p e r , brick, w a l l board and most any interior surface^

•
GAL

B E T T E R

f/ £ a n
V

app|ied o v e r 0

j j pa|nt

a n

j water coatings

PRUETT BROS.
GROCERY

* SICKROOM
SUPPLIES
Buy'your alckrootn *uppHm where you
have your prescription*fillod.W*cany
• complete stock of quality merchandise at reasonable price*. Your order
win receive the prompt tarries that a
prescription receive*. Try u*.
/

WYLIE and WILLIAMSON

In Hopkinsvi!

Western Auto Associate Ston
Phone 212

Home-Owned and Operated by
JOE P. WILCOX

Princel

PHONE 126

(IncorporSI

Handsome, dependable,
economical—for homes
beyond the
54.95
power lines.
MODEL iso

THE

Mine

West Kentucky Coal Co,

HELP

114 E. MAIN

Beautiful to look at with
its sleek modern design and
hand rubbed walnut cabinet.
Beautiful to hear — with
plenty of power and the
richness of G-E natural color tone.
Economical to operate —
Battery pack rated at 1,000
hours gives almost a year of
average use.
Dependable in use — Built
for trouble free service by
General Electric—leader in
radio, television and electronics.

-flutkvlM'X'*"*

Ask to See
STYLE NO. 1617
As Sketched

As
casual
So much young
flattery
and foot belittling magic
on a medium heel! White
smooth leather, bright and
bare. And deftly done to
make your foot look sizes
smaller,

easy
as

going

a

little

you could

hope

to see. Of soft, white leather, on a cushioned platSugar-White
nubuck,
trimmed with rich, spicy
tan. A spectator of unusual beauty.
Open at heel
and toe. Y o u can wear it
with anything—and you'll
want to wear it all the
t i m e ! Only

form and flat heel. Closed
heel, gaily opened toe.

A must shoe for yoj
summer
wardrobe. Tl
shoe that is supremely a
propriate for every occa
ion. Right with white ;
right with colors — rig
with everything!

Ask to Seo
STYLE NO. 1647
As Sketched

54 gauge Nylon Hose to match

Dries fast. Paint i M o d a y — u s e the room tonight,

REMEMBER the best paints are made with OIL

McGough Pain! and Wallpaper Store
«

" T h e Complete Paint Store"
Princeton,

W . Ct. Sq.

ited Mr.
Sunday '
4. C. Bw
home rei
and Mr

Phone 762

W h e r e Yout- $ $ . .H a v e M o r e

Cents

Page Seven
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Chaplains Serve Vets
In All VA Hospitals

This will include displays of Crochet, Knitting, Tatting, Hand
made Rugs, Embroidery, Cut Work, Etc.
The Public will cast its vote for the winner of the best needle
work, and a

" W i f e *

18

W e personally invite interested persons to take part in this

mm

Make it one of the Outstanding Events of the Season!

»H>tft»l

The Breckinridge County Farm
Bureau plan* to sponsor th*
county fair to be held in September, a premium list of $2,000
being offered.
Kellogg's Week

WEST END
FOOD STORE

Stor

NOW'S THE TIME TO STOCK UP ON
AMERICA'S FAVORITE CEREALS!'
Right now your grocer is featuring the world'* bestknown family of cereal*—Kellogg's! Made from corn,
wheat,

rice—some

flaked,

some

popped,

some

shredded! A favorite for every member of your family 1
They're delicious—taste as only Kellogg's can taste!
Energy builders, .too. And every Kellogg cereal is
either made from whole grain or restored with valuable
nutrients! Put Kellogg's

[JN F L A K E S

Crisp

Mfn toasted fin ken .,
Ask to See
YLE NO. If

A total of 4,416 World War II
veterans in Ohio, Michigan and
Kentucky received vocational advisement and guidance during
March at 44 centers established
by the Veterans Administration
in cooperation with educational
institutions and other agencies.
The total included 2,488 at 22
centers in Ohio, 1,408 at 15 centers in Michigan and 520 at seven
centers in Kentucky. Majority of
those counseled were disabled
veterans.
Advisement and guidance is
voluntary for veterans who wish
to study or train under the G. I.
Bill, but is required for disabled
veterans who wish vocational
rehabilitation under provisions of
Public Law 16.
Purpose of the program is to
help veterans explore their interests, needs and abilities, as
well as to provide them with
information about schools, training and job opportunities.

A breakfast cereal week is being celebrated by Kellogg in
Caldwell county with merchants
participating. This is the beginning of a post-war campaign to
further acquaint homemakers of
the community with the nourishment and convenience at low
cost of these popular foods.
To the oldtimers, Kellogg's. VA Contact Service
Corn Flakes
was a delicious
breakfast food. But the great Busy During March
The 110 Veterans Administracereal company has brought to
oldtimers' children a delicious tion contact offices In Ohio,
food that starts the day. An ideal Michigan and Kentucky made a
between-meals favorite, and a total of 314,773 contacts during
bedtime cheer.
Kellogg covers the field of
prepared cereals, not only prepared in family size packages
but also in the combination kit
of 10 individual services.
Insurance Agency
For a test of the importance
of Kellogg cereals in the daily
For
life of the American people,
check your newly established
grocer and the oldest grocery
Dependable Insurance
firm in the county for stocks of
Kellogg's products.
Everybody reads The Leader!

Ka

VA, a*si*ting and advising veterans and other* of right* and
benefit* established by law.

4,416 Tri-State Vets
Get Vocational Advice

<k*Shrtt

ciote

Twenty full-time and five parttime Chaplains provide spiritual
advise and guidance for more
than 0,000 veteran* who are confined to the nine Veteran* Administration hospitals in Ohio,
Michigan and Kentucky.
The VA Chaplaincy Servioe,
established In 1042 upon suggestion of the Federal Council
of Churches, now has 268 fulltime Chaplains, representing 27
denominations, under the directorship of Chaplain Crawford
W. Brown, of Washington, D. C.
Chaplain Edward J. Kroenoke
is chief of the service for the
VA's tri-state Branch Office in
Columbus, Ohio.
The service of VA Chaplains
are available to hospitalized veterans through personnel contacts,
regular chapel devotions and
ttard visitations. The Chaplains'
duties are concerned with baptisms, marriages and funerals.
They also assist patients and
families through pastoral consultations.

March with veteran*, dependents
and beneficiarie*, it waa reported today by the VA'« trl-«tate
Branch Office in Columbm, Ohio.
The toUl included: 134,308
contact® by Ohlo'i 48 office*,
103,737 contact* by Michigan'* 27
office! and 70,728 contacta by
Kentucky'! 35 offices. The figures included personal vislta to
the VA offices, contact* which
were made by VA representatives away from the offices, telephone calls and correspondence.
Contact office* are the direct
link between VA and the public.
They represent all function* of

H
frechar
bccaus<
>» lell taster!

m.t
ou
Uirv
Snapl
Cracklel
Pop 1 In milk. America's
Mo. 1 rice cereal I

on your order pad, iv»w!

PIP
Tender,
crunchy
wheat flakes — extra
rich In valuable v i t a mins B, and
"The
Sunahina C e r e a l " !

MA-BRAN M a d e f r o m
the
nutrition-packed,
vital outer layer* of Quest
wheat.
Fimov
" r e g u l a t i n g " oereaL

Sketched

Tel. 25

Junior Board of R e v i e w . . . are here! Come
- see, come choose . . . f o r yourself.
Minx Modes Juniors Here Exclusively

(Incorporated)

51 PR. CHILDREN

House Slippers
25c pair

Seven Meetings Needed
To Seat U.K. Students

When the new $2,500,000 Memorial Auditorium-Fieldhouse at
the University of Kentucky is
finished, "In' approximately 2
years, the University will be
able for the first time to assemble all its students and faculty in one place at one time.
The largest assembly building at
the present time is Memorial
hall, dedicated to the dead of
the first World War, which seats
only 1,100 and make6 seven seperate convocations necessary to
speak to the entire student body.
The earliest balance machines
date back at least 5,000 years before the Christian era.
Before 1847 letters in the United States were sent with postage
to be collected on delivery and
letters were often refused by
the recipient.

10 Yrsi

40 T BRAN FtAKF S T e m p t Ing wheat ilakes with
40% of the bran retained. Swell tasting—
a well for you.

dresses okayed by the famous Minx Modes

Princeton, Ky.

AT PRACTICAL
PENNEY PRICES!

100 PR. W O M E N S

House Slippers
50c, 75c & $150 pr

r r o t h y , feminine
p r i s c i l l a s ; smart,
tailored pairs! Or
make your own!
»/

2.98. 2.29
1w4
3*, 4*«

DON'T MISS THESE BARGAINS
19 ONLY Y O U N G MENS

SPORT COATS
$5.00

Cu.ir.intrril

MOTHPROOFING

[IJ M A W N A K E S
! "»kes and honeyf-coated,
tender
IBs in t h e s a m *
pte. A double treat.

Our new Minx Modes Juniors 77". those adorable

KRUMBIFS Crisp, n u t r i tion, shreds made f r o m
whole wheat. Delicious
with freah fruit
and

41 ONLY JR. BOYS

Lilting colors on
sturdy cretonnes.
In bright or soft
stripes and Horals.
Vat-dyed!

Bodenhamer
Dry Cleaning
Phone 111

80c yd.

1000 YDS. UN-BLEACHED

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON,

KENTUCKY

Harry Lee Waterfield, candidate for the Democratic nomination for Governor, will spe&k
over Radio Station WHAS Saturday night, April 26, from 9
to 9:15 o'clock.
Louisville, April 22—Appiontment of Philip P.' Ardery as
chairman of the Veteran's Division of the Harry Lee Waterfield campaign for the Democratic nomination for Governor was
announced today. Mr. Ardery,
Frankfort attorney who finished
second in a large field of candidates for the Democratic nomination for United States Senate
last year, in accepting the chairmanship, released the following
statement:
"I predict the 1947 Democratic primary will develop along
lines of the most clear-cut issues
of any campaign yet to occur
in my generation. It is with this
thought, and with confidence
that my candidate has the right
side of these issues, that I announce my intention of offering
my services to Waterfield as
his Veteran's Chairman.
"Other veterans of our last
war throughout the state with
whom I have talked realize they
must maintain their vigilance
against the easy opportunities to
sell out to pressure groups. Maintenance of our state and nation
in accordance with our Democratic faith must come first. I
believe, and many of them believe, that Waterfield will be the
best representative of the whole
people, and as such, the best representative of the veterans.
"Later I shall announce the
names of a number of other

Jimmy Boren, Billie Mitchell
and Bessie Mae Pollard presented a musical program at Tuesday night's meeting of the Rotary Club which the members
applauded vigorously. President
Edw. F. Blackburn appointed Joe
Wilcox, Sam Steger, A. H. Templeton and K. V. Bryant a committee to work with Gordon Lisanby in promoting the club's
Turtle Derby. Dick Parker, visiting Rotarian, 'Santa Monica,
Calif.,
had as his guests his
brother, Charley, John E. and
Les Eison. F. H. McNeely, Cleveland, Tenn., was the guest of
C. E. McGary.

Local Entry In TwinStates League Takes
First G a m e

Ralph Nelson Speaks
Over Station W C I F
Ralph Nelson, United States
Forester,
spoke over station
WCIF, Madisonville, Friday at
noon on Forestry.
young men who are veterans in
other parts of the State and who
hcve volunteered to help me. Together we shall work to advance
the best interests of a free and
democratic state and
nation
through the candidacy of Harry
Lee Waterfield."
In announcing the appointment
of Ardery, Waterfield said: "Phil
ANOTHER 'OPENER' FOR THE PRESIDENT—President TruArdery's concept that governman, grimly determined, rolls one down in southpaw style at
ment should be run in the inthe formal opening (April 19) of a White House bowling alley.
terest of all the people parallels Yesterday, (April 18) the president threw out the first ball at
mine.
Washington's first ball game. Without using his new bowling
"Phil Ardery, and thousands shoes, the president sent seven of the ten pins rolling. (AP
of other Kentucky veterans who Wirephoto)
fought for free government,
knows that the primary issue
in this campaign is: The people of Kentucky versus the priFOR
SALE:
Two
registered
803 N. Jefferson.
vileged interests.
"This dynamic young veteran
has rapidly forged to the front
in public affairs. I am grateful
to him for his willingness to help
me win this race for the people
of Kentucky. I shall lean heavy
upon him for victory. I shall seek
his counsel and advice in the
interest of good government for
the people and hence, the veterans.

Classified Ads

Are you interested? 40 A . of farm

land, good

out-buildings, electric lights;

Princeton's Regulars will open
the baseball season here Sunday, April 27, when they meet
the Benton entry in the TwinStates semi-pro league, Manager
Bob Stevens announced Tuesday.
The Princeton team won the
opening game at Paducah last
Sunday, defeating the Woodlawn nine, 2 to 1, with Jim Pickens giving a masterly pitching
performance, despite cold weather.
The line-up
for
Sunday's
game: Catcher, Bill Morgan;
pitcher, Jim Pickens and Elwood
Rogers; First base, B. Pierce;
Second base, B. Glover; Shortstop, Jimmie Miller; Third base,
Jack Cunningham;
Left field,
Bay less Wadlington; Center field,
Cjene Sisk; Right field. Rut Patterson.
Utility: Clyde Fletcher, Billie
Cartwright, Lowell Hobby, Bob
Stevens and Jewell Patterson.

Notice Of Dissolution
Of The Princeton
Stockyard Corporation
Princeton, Kentucky
March 31, 1947
Notice is hereby given that the
Princeton Stockyard Corporation,
is closing its business and that
the said corporation is being dissolved and all persons having
claims against said corporation
will present same at once to Joe
Altsheler at the office of the said
corporation in Princeton, Kentucky for payment. This dissolution is by the unanimous consent
of all of the stock holders and
will be effective as of May 10,
1947.
Joe Altsheler, President,
Princeton Stockyard Corporation
4t—Apr. 24

Notice
The Princeton Athletic Association, Inc., having dissolved its
corporate existence, will make
pro rata distribution of its assets to stockholders on Friday,
May 2, 1947, at the Farmers
National Bank, Princeton, Ky.;
and all holders of stock in said
association are hereby notified
to present same at the time and
place herein mentioned for surrender and payment.

FOR SALE — Modern Maid coal
and wood range with warming closet and reservoir attached. Good condition. See
Mrs. W. P. McLin, 611 N. Jefferson street, Princeton, Ky.
and plenty of

hogs bringing

Livestock Market

Committee Named For
Rotary Turtle Derby

W a r Hero Says Clinton *
Candidate "Has Right
Side" Of Important
Issues

Thursday, April 24.

1 mile

from city limits on U . S. 62.
For sale and immediate possession,

John H. Eaker, President.
Harvey Moore, Secretary.
4tc—May 1

Kelloff'i

W

The Princeton livestock marAmerican Indians often polket, Brad Lacy, manager, wus
ished fragments ol coal tor ornareported fully steady last week.
Total sold was 1185 head, with ments or used powdered coal
No. 1 veals at $23.90 and top in paint.

W(

z* *
10
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Jonesport Pollock Fish Flakes
14 oz. can 15c
This is a real bargain
SUNSHINE HI-HO
SUNSHINE KRISPY

CRACKERS

1-lb. pkg.

PORK & BEANS

12-oz. can

PHILLIPS

CRACKERS

1-lb. pkg.

BOND'S, FANCY

KRAUT

> No. 2'/a con

LITE FltAKE

PURE HOG

LARD

*

FLOUR

1 -lb. carton

25-lb. b o g ]

BOONE COUNTY

MAGIC GOLD

PEANUT BUTTER

HOMINY

2-lb. jar

FARM BRAND

RICHLAND BRAND

PEAS

No. 2 can 3 for

No. 2 can

PABLUM small

large

J7*

APPLE BUTTER

28-oz. jar

O R A N G E JUICE

No. 2 can

PURE JELLY, Assorted flavors, Farm Brand

i Meah

12 OZ. CAN

A 4 gi

Prem, Spam, Armour, Treet

t I\

LEEDS POTTED MEAT

ARMOUR STAR

V I E N N A S A U S A G E 4-oz. can

V A oz. can

GARDEN KOSHER

DILL PICKLE

12-oz. ja

BERGER WHOLE

32-oz. jar

DILL PICKLE

Vi-gal, jar

Q>uutl and VecjelaU&L

U S NO. I BOXES WINES APS

411^

APPLES

FRESH,

lb. I L l \

FULL OF MILK

COCOANUTS

each

LARGE TEXAS SEEDLESS

CRISP & TENDER

G R E E N BEANS

GRAPEFRUIT lb.

CHOICE ROUND, SIRLOIN OR

CHUCK

CLUB STEAK

ROAST

10 lbs

Weekend Meat
VIEW OF TEX4
bed off a chain of
wing the explosij

PRIME RIB

BRISKET

ROAST
listen

to " R i n g

Sings"

Daily 9 A .

M. W S O N

Henderson,

Ky

Red Front Stores
MORE

FOR

YOUR

MONEY

ALL THE

TIME

Real Estate - Insurance
Phone 520-J

?

?

Office over

Wood's

t-MNG INDLSn
• Tex, (April 1|

The stores of Princeton will close at noon
Thursdays beginning Thursday May 1.
closing will continue through the months
of May, June, July and August.

SAVE AT

The Universal "Jeep," with its 60-hp "Jeep" Engine
and 2- or 4-wheel drive, is s versatile farm vehicle that
spreads its cost over jobs the year 'round. It serves as
a pick-up truck that hauls loads to 1,200 lbs. on or off
the road. It tows trailed payloads to 9,000 lbs. >t highway speed, with reserve for grades. You speed up work
with a vehicle that does almost any farm job!

Bill's Auto Stores
Our Answer to President Truman's Request

In 4-wheel drive, at speeds
of 2 to 7 mph, the "Jeep"
serves H a light tractor to
pull plows, harrows, disci
• ad other implements —
pull-type or hydraulic. With
power take-off it operates
power mowers and sprays.

Power take-off on th. "Jeep"
delivers to 30 hp to op*rata
feed m i l l s , saws, cora
jh.ll.rs and other equipment. No idle seasons
the "Jeep"—you use it every
day, all year.

^ • S ^ H i W flBMir — - - • *
^ b j i i h
B t T ^ m ^ ^
3 B B fckZtmm-55 '

10% Reduction In Prices
Auto Tires, Accessories, Parts and Seat Covers.
Radios, Sporting G6ods, Bicycles, Wagons,
Scooters, Tot Walkers, etc.

FIRST IN PRICES
FIRST IN QUALITY

LIT US DIMON5TRATI ON YOUR PARMI

Bill's Auto
Associate Store

Stone Motor Company

.
Home Owned
GEO. D. k l L L ,
J A S . F. L O F T U S ,
Proprietor
*
Associate Mgr.

3 1 5 Kentucky Ave.

^^^^^

" "^^^yy/^^^M |

Paducah, Ky
entitle"»

128 East Main Street (Hill Building)

Princeton, K y

Princeton Retail Merchants Association

